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A Message from the Editor
Diane Rein

Great Neck Synagogue Magazine
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Great Neck Synagogue is excited to welcome Shira and
Liron, the Bnei Akiva Shlichot from Israel. Shira and Liron
are visiting and living in the Great Neck community this
year to work with our youth department and will continue
to strengthen our deep connection and love of Am Yisrael.
Please look out for them in shul and keep them in mind for
Shabbat meals.
As always, please remember to reach out to the ill, elderly
and homebound members of our shul to wish them a Happy
Chanukah and let them know we are thinking of them and
available to help them if they are in need. If you would like to
be a member of the Bikur Cholim committee to call, visit or
bring food to someone or if you know someone who can benefit
from our outreach, please email me at drein@verizon.net.
On behalf of my husband, David, and our children, Alexander,
Oliver and Sophia (and our puppies Pecan and Winter), I wish
you all a Chag Sameach!

Happy Chanukah! I am thrilled to have so many wonderful
articles in this issue. Our amazing Contributing Editors, Dr.
Esor Ben-Sorek, Dr. Arnold Breitbart and Stanley Fischer,
as well as Youth Editor, Tsofia Atlas, never disappoint our
readers with their inspiring and informative articles. Robert
Spitalnick shares with our readers his moving experiences
during his recent mission to Kyiv, Ukraine, with the National
Coalition Supporting Eurasian Jewry (NCSEJ) to participate
in the commemoration of the 80th anniversary of the Babyn
Yar massacre. On a much happier note, Alan Steinberg writes
about recently celebrating the 50th anniversary of his bar
mitzvah at Great Neck Synagogue - exactly where he had his
bar mitzvah in 1971! I also want to welcome two new SCOPE
writers - Sharona Abraham who shares her journey in “My
Chanukah Miracle!” and Bracha Hedaya-Dayani who writes
about the Great Neck Synagogue Women’s Tefillah Group. I
strongly encourage others to write for SCOPE magazine.
Many of you have inspiring stories or experiences that our
membership would enjoy reading about.

Diane Rein

We are grateful and thankful to the generous SCOPE sponsors and loyal advertisers who financially support this
publication. Others are always encouraged to join them in
sponsoring SCOPE or placing an advertisement in the magazine which is distributed to approximately 600 families and
friends of Great Neck Synagogue.
Thank you very much to Rabbi Polakoff, Rabbi Lichter, Mark
Twersky, Jimmy Frisch and Paula Minsky for all their help on
each magazine issue. I appreciate the time and effort they
contribute to ensure SCOPE is a success.
My incredible Art Director, Andrew Allen, works so hard to
create a beautiful and special magazine for our readers. I am
fortunate to work with him on each issue and know firsthand the passion and enthusiasm he has for this publication.
Please email him at andydrewdesign@gmail.com to thank
him for his dedication, effort and hard work.

SCOPE Magazine Chanukah 2021
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A Message from our Rabbi
Rabbi Dale Polakoff

From 336 BCE to 323 BCE Alexander the Great expanded the
nascent Greek empire into an empire that encompassed
most of the known world. Following his death, his empire
was plagued by divisiveness among his generals and split
into three separate groups. There was the group that ruled
Egypt at the time, and they were known as the Ptolemaic Greeks and there was the group in Syria at the time
known as the Seleucid Greeks. Of course, in between Syria
and Egypt is Israel, and the ruling forces there alternated
between these two groups as they fought for control. In 221
BCE the Seleucid Greeks held firm control over Israel. They
saw Israel as the buffer to resist the encroaching Ptolemaic
Greeks from the south and the Mediterranean Sea as the
buffer for the growing Roman threat from the west. Serving this purpose as a dual buffer, it was important to the
Seleucid Greeks that Israel be a stronghold of Greek culture.
Since Hellenism was not yet dominant in Israel, a series
of ongoing decrees and attacks against traditional Jewish
values grew more strident.
The Jews in Israel who embraced Hellenism were emboldened by this effort and the Jews who opposed them
languished under this increasing pressure. What was the
match that lit the fire and resulted in the rebellion of the
Chashmonaim?
There are sources that have traditionally been turned to for
a record of events during the period of the Chashmonaim.
The first is the Book of the Maccabees, composed sometime
after the successful revolt of the Chashmonaim. The second
is a lesser-known source referred to as Megilat Antiochus
(among several other names).
In the Book of the Maccabees, the match that ignited the
flame of the rebellion was the action of Matityahu, a Kohein
who lived in Modiin. After refusing to offer a sacrifice to
one of the Greek gods, one of the Hellenistic Jews present
rose up to offer the sacrifice. Matityahu killed the Jew and
his sons battled against the small military force that had

come into Modiin. After their success in driving them away,
Matityahu and his sons went to hide in the Judean hills, and
from there launched a guerrilla war against both the Seleucid Greeks and the Hellenistic Jews. Since Matityahu played
such a prominent role, he is referred to by name in the al
hanisim passage added to the Shemoneh Esrei.
In Megilat Antiochus, written somewhat later than the
Book of the Maccabees, reference is made to a different
incident. As part of the persecution of the Jews by the
Seleucids, it was decreed that every woman to be married
was first taken and raped by the ruler. This tragic ancient
custom was not unknown at the time and is referred to in
French as droit du seigneur. The spark for the rebellion was
provided by one of the sisters of the Chashmonaim, who, as
her wedding night approached, pleaded with her bothers to
intervene.
Whether we accept the Book of the Maccabees version or
that of Megilat Antiochus, in both cases there was an event
that triggered the rebellion and awakened those in the Jewish community who went about their lives as if in a trance.
They had accepted that these decrees were the new normal
and changing them was impossible, until the revolt by the
Chashmonaim taught them differently.
In his sefer Avir Yosef, Rav Yosef Reinman writes that one
of the most important lessons of Chanukah is that we can
make changes in our lives, that we need not feel as if what
is happening is inevitable and succumb to complacency.
Chanukah is our wake-up call.
Several months have passed since the spiritual high of Rosh
Hashana and Yom Kippur. Chanukah is a time to evaluate
whether or not we are living in accordance with the changes in our lives that we hoped to make, or whether we have
fallen off the wagon into complacency. It’s still possible to
change.
Ellen joins me in wishing you a freilichen and lichtigen
Chanukah.

Rabbi Dale Polakoff

In the Book of the Maccabees,
the match that ignited the flame
of the rebellion was the action of
Matityahu, a Kohein who lived in Modiin.
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A Message from our
Assistant Rabbi
Rabbi Ian Lichter

A crucial aspect in the mitzvah of lighting the Chanukah
candles is pirsumei nisa, publicizing the miracle. This opportunity facilitates discussion of the active involvement that God
takes in our lives both personally and collectively as a nation
and renews our faith in Hashem. But should this aspect of the
mitzvah be reserved to the Jewish viewing public or can pirsumei nisa apply to non-Jews as well. This is a question debated
by the rabbis that if one publicizes the miracle of Chanukah to
non-Jews, is the mitzvah of pirsumei nisa fulfilled?
In other instances where the miracles performed by God on
behalf of the Jewish people need to be publicized, namely the
holidays of Pesach and Purim, we publicize the miracle exclusively for other Jews by telling over the story at the Seder and
by reciting Megillat Esther in shul. Is lighting the Chanukah
candles akin to these other mitzvot or different in its very
nature?
Rav Soloveitchik zt”l maintained that the mitzvah of Chankuah
candles relates to both Jews and non-Jews. He based his
opinion on the explanation of Rashi in the Gemara (Shabbat
21b). The Gemara explains the latest time to light Chanukah
candles as, “ad she’tich’leh regel min ha’shook - until traffic
in the marketplace ceases.” How late is that? The Gemara
answers until the tarmudai are no longer present. Who are
the tarmudai? Rashi explains this is the name of a nation of
people known for collecting thin sticks of wood who remain in
the marketplace until frequenters of the market go home after
dark. Essentially, they were non-Jewish peddlers. Explains the
Rav zt”l that since the Gemara goes out of its way to mention
these non-Jewish peddlers, it seems that the mitzvah of pirsumei nisa extends even in a scenario where it is only non-Jews
viewing the candles.
Others reject this proof. They maintain that the Gemara is
mentioning the last group of stragglers who stayed in the
market only as an indication of the last time that people remained in the market, thus indicating that Jews could be there

up until that time. However, this does not necessarily mean to
say that the mitzvah of publicizing the miracle relates to nonJews as well. Rav Soloveitchik, however, quotes an interesting
support to include non-Jews in the pirsumei nissa element
of the mitzvah from the al hanissim prayer. The prayer includes the following line: “u’li’cha asita sheim gadol v’kadosh
b’o’la’mecha, u’li’amcha Yisroel asita yeshua gedola.” Rav
Soloveitchik opines that initial part of this phrase “u’li’cha asita sheim gadol v’kadosh b’o’la’mecha - for Yourself, You made
a great and holy name in Your world,” should be interpreted as
Hashem making a great name for Himself among the nations
of the world. The second part of the phrase, “u’li’amcha Yisroel
asita yeshua gedola - and for your people Israel You worked
a great victory,” refers to the specific miracle performed on
behalf of the Jewish people. As a result, both Jews and nonJews are specifically addressed to be of the viewership of the
mitzvah of Chanukah candles.
Rav Soloveitchik further explained the significance of the
nations of the world being part of pirusmei nisa of Chanukah
candles. When it comes to physical survival, we do not need
to announce to the world’s nations that a Jew fights for his
physical survival. This should be obvious. A Jew is like any other human being in that he has an instinct for physical survival.
On Purim and Pesach, we do not have to emphasize to the nonJews that we were interested in surviving physically. However,
Chanukah was a fight for spiritual survival, and the non-Jews
should know that the Jews are ready and capable of fighting
for their spiritual salvation. Therefore, the message of Chanukah candles applies to the non-Jew as well as to the Jews.
Katie and I wish the community an enjoyable Chanukah
where our spiritual survival is the focus of our energies
and celebrations.
Rabbi Ian Lichter

Rav Soloveitchik zt”l maintained that
the mitzvah of Chankuah candles
relates to both Jews and non-Jews.
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President’s Message
Jordan Wolf

Uncle Paul's Clay Menorah, Andy Allen ©2021

Most years, the holiday of Chanukah coincides with the secular
holidays and frequently gets overpowered by the celebrations
going on all around the world. This year, however, Chanukah
begins on November 28th and will have the spotlight all to
itself. It is important to explain to our children and to teach
them that this holiday is not just about lighting the menorah, giving and receiving gifts, eating jelly donuts and latkes,
playing with dreidels and as Adam Sandler said, “eight crazy
nights.” The holiday of Chanukah is about Jewish perseverance, emunah in Hashem, and about the miracles that Hashem
performed on our behalf. When the Maccabees were finally
able to defeat their foes and take back Jerusalem, they rushed
as quickly as they could to re-sanctify the Beis Hamikdash and
once again resume the daily lighting of the menorah. Yehuda
Maccabee wanted the Jewish people to see that the flames of
Judaism would continue to burn brightly despite the efforts of
the enemy to destroy them.
Today, we no longer have the Beis Hamikdash. However, what
we do have is our spiritual home, the Great Neck Synagogue.
This year, when you and your family light your menorahs,
sing joyously and celebrate Chanukah together, reflect on
how fortunate we are to live in freedom in this country.
May the light of Judaism forever burn brightly.
Rivka and I wish you a Chanukah Sameach, a holiday filled
with light and joy.
Jordan Wolf

The holiday of Chanukah is about Jewish
perseverance, emunah in Hashem,
and about the miracles that Hashem
performed on our behalf.
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A Message from our
Chazzan
Yitzy Spinner

This becomes a little more challenging when we examine the
Siddur of the Vilna Gaon. In his Siddur, he instructs us to say
each of the additions for every holiday. According to his ruling,
on Rosh Chodesh and on Chanukah, we do not say the Shir
Shel Yom, and recite the special additions for Rosh Chodesh or
Chanukah in its place. On Rosh Chodesh Teves, which occurs
during Chanukah, only the special Barchi Nafshi for Rosh Chodesh is to be recited and not the special chapters for the daily
cycle or for Chanukah. Neither the additions for holidays, nor
the replacement of the Shir Shel Yom is Ashkenazic practice.
Why not?
The Siddur Otzar HaTefillot provides a beautiful resolution that
requires us to redefine the reason for which we say these special additions. According to Mesechet Sofrim above, the reason
was to emulate each day’s sacrifice. The Siddur Otzar HaTefillot, however, quotes the Ramban and presents the following
idea. When commanding us to observe Shabbat, the Torah says

Chanukah time is a favorite in the Spinner home, and for good
reason. We’ve made it through the Chagim in Tishrei, and we
have a long section of the calendar that doesn’t present much
interruption. Chanukah, however, gives us that wonderful week
of fun and joy.
It’s during this section of the year that I find myself paying a
little closer attention to the everyday sections of davening. For
the most part, the structure of our davening seems to stay the
same. For the first six days of each week, we have identical
Mincha and Maariv, and just a few reliable changes to Shacharit - most notably the addition of Torah reading on Monday and
Thursday, as well as an extended Tachanun that precedes it.
There are, of course, seasonal changes - Mashiv Haruach, V’ten
Bracha, etc. Let’s also not forget to mention calendar-based
additions like Hallel and Musaf on Rosh Chodesh, additions for
fast days, and many other additions and omissions that pop up
throughout the year.
If it’s not a fast day or a holiday, you can accurately predict
the structure of a given day’s davening without giving much
thought, all the way until Shir Shel Yom…and that’s where
things get interesting. It’s at this point in our Shacharit davening that we adjust daily! Why do we all of sudden deviate from
the reliable formula?
In Mesechet Sofrim, we are taught that for each day of the
week, a different chapter of Tehillim was recited by the Leviim
in the Beit Hamikdash. After quoting those daily portions, we
are told that, “one who recites the verse in its time…is considered as though he brought the daily sacrifice.” In addition, we
are taught the different chapters of Tehillim that would be recited after the Shir Shel Yom on Pesach, Shavuot, Sukkot, Rosh
Hashana, Yom Kippur, Rosh Chodesh, and Chanukah.

uasek ,cav ouh ,t rufz - remember the day of Shabbat to

sanctify it. The Ramban suggests that we are to remember it
each day of the week in our recitation of the Shir Shel Yom, and
that is in fact how we say it each day:

,cac iuatr ouh ouhv - we mention Shabbat each and every
day to remind us of the previous Shabbat, and also to help us
look forward to the one that follows. Shabbat is the compass
for each otherwise ordinary weekday.

On a holiday, however, the day itself has an inherent holiness
that, according to the Vilna Goan, would allow us to replace the
daily Tehillim with the particular holiday one in order to focus on
the holiday itself, without concern to its place in the weekly cycle.
Chanukah, however, is the outlier, as it is the only non-chag
addition that we say other than Rosh Chodesh (we’ll save
that for a different article). The resolution for why Chanukah
is different can be found right in our daily tefillah. The paragraph that we recite each morning that bridges our sections of
Korbanot and P’sukei D’zimrah is Mizmor Shir - the very same
chapter of Tehillim that is added on Chanukah. The recitation
of Mizmor Shir in our daily tefillah is in commemoration of the
sacrifices that were once offered, and consequently when we
recite that very same paragraph on Chanukah, at the end of
our davening, we are following the reason given by Mesechet
Sofrim - to provide a replacement for the special sacrifices that
were offered throughout the unique holiday of Chanukah.
On behalf of Rachel and our children, we wish you and your
families a Chanukah season filled with light and joy, and
plenty of latkes and sufganiyot!
Chazzan Yitzy Spinner

Interestingly, the Ashkanezic practice is to only recite the
additions for Rosh Chodesh and Chanukah, and not the others.
Why might this be?
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A Message from our Rabbinic Intern
Rabbi Yehoshua Lefkowitz

and our religion was banned. The acme of physical perfection,
the Greek nation, had come to crush the epitome of spirituality, the Jewish people, and the situation was bleak. Before
the eyes of the world, a great ideological war was taking
place, and unsurprisingly, down here on the physical plane of
existence, physicality was decimating spirituality. Body was
crushing soul.

But then we won.
The true victory of Chanukah was the demonstration that
no matter what, no matter how dark the exile, how hidden
God’s hand, how formidable the foe, spirituality will never be
overcome by physicality. Battered, maybe, but never beaten.
And this is why we celebrate by kindling lights - because as
daunting and dark the deepest of nights may be, darkness
can never extinguish light, not even the smallest candle.
On Chanukah, we celebrate two miracles, the physical military victory and the spiritual ideological one. But the root
of all the rejoicing is, as the Gemora details, the fact that
we stuck to our spiritual principles in the face of impossible
physical odds. That we kept our light burning, night after
night, challenge after challenge, exile after exile.

There’s something missing.
At first glance, Chanukah has it all. On the one hand, there was
the physical victory. Despite the Seleucid Greeks having both
the numbers and the resources, with a massive well-armed
and well-trained troop, the tiny Jewish band of priests were
victorious. On the other hand, there was the spiritual victory.
Despite the ongoing and extensive efforts of the Seleucid Greeks
to snuff out spirituality and Torah observance, including the
defilement of the Beit Hamikdash, the Jewish spirit remained
unbroken and even pure oil was found to light the Menorah. Two
miracles - physical and spiritual.

And the last night of exile is almost over.
Rabbi Yehoshua Lefkowitz

At second glance, it still has it all. On the one hand, we celebrate
the physical victory with the physical act of eating, from oily
foods like latkes to dairy ones such as blintzes. We also add
a special prayer into the Amida, Al Hanissim, that specifically
records the wondrousness of the physical victory. On the other
hand, we relive the spiritual victory with the spiritual act of
lighting Menorah, reconstructing the miraculous burning of the
oil. We also add a special part of prayer to our morning davening Hallel. Two celebrations and two prayers - physical and spiritual.
But at third glance, it doesn’t add up. Our go-to book for all
things Jewish, the Talmud, takes an unexpected turn. It asks the
key question, “what is Chanukah?” but its answer is surprising.
Instead of recounting the military success, it skips straight to
how the Greeks made our Beit Hamikdash impure, and the miracle of finding the pure oil and of it lasting for eight days. There
is, in fact, no mention of the battle or its aftermath at all in the
Gemora! Suddenly, Chanukah is not about two miracles, but one not the physical, but just the spiritual. What’s going on?
The answer, as usual, is that there’s a deeper message here.
Sure, having a festival that celebrates both the spiritual and the
physical would be great, but Chanukah is much more than that.

On Chanukah, we celebrate two miracles,
the physical military victory and
the spiritual ideological one.

Back then, everything was going wrong - our lives were at stake,
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Book Review Corner
By Andy Allen, Art Director SCOPE

and culture with all the tools and skills we have. In this
issue we have an article by Robert Spitalnick on Babyn Yar,
a Ukrainian site where massacres were carried out by the
Nazis. This too is also declaring zachor, the importance
to remember.
Many Holocaust survivors remained silent of the horrors they
endured, while others made it their living mission to recount
the stories to the present generation. Artifacts that survived,
most, thoughtfully chosen, and others by fate, all hold emotional strings to our memories. Ordinary Objects | Enduring
Legacies, The Atlantic Beach Collection, preserves journal
entries, passports, spiritual objects, articles of clothing and
even fragments of matzoh, all with personal stories attached.
With hatred and anti-semitism globally on the rise, again, it is
of utmost importance to participate in recording for future
generations, how fragile our species is. We cannot let ignorance
and hatred fester if we are to expect our culture(s) to survive.
Ordinary Objects | Enduring Legacies,
Editor, Talansky, JCAB ©2021, ISBN 978-578-86442-6
Published: drew design
Library of Congress Control Number: 2011912658

Another fine publication by Sue Talansky, of Great Neck and Atlantic Beach, is completed. This is the second project I have had
the privilege to work with her on. The first book Ordinary Objects | Enduring Legacies, The Great Neck Collection, 2016, is
an historical archive of a hundred families, children of survivors,
documenting their stories through pre-war objects. Talansky’s
newest volume, also titled, Ordinary Objects | Enduring Legacies, 2021, records the Atlantic Beach community. Both books
are remarkable in the fact that both communities have residents
that are localized in a small radius of only a few miles.
Talansky realized the importance of recording these vanishing
histories. As another generation passes, so could this Holocaust
history. Sue and Arthur Talansky have homes in Great Neck and
Atlantic Beach. Over a Shabbat dinner in Atlantic Beach, conversation led to uncovering another potential book. Sue’s passionate drive and her commitment to another two year pursuit of
completing this endeavor took form. Taking on such a project
is certainly not for the “faint of heart.” A book project of this
magnitude entails uncountable hours, weeks of interviews and
months of designing a pleasing and organized layout.

“A society
without me
like a jou
rney witho mory is
ut a map.”
Rabbi
Lord Jonath
an

Ordinary
Ob
Enduring jects |
Legacies

The Atlantic

Roman Vishniac, photographer, scientist, humanitarian and
professor, documented Eastern Europe in the twilight years
of WWII. His photographs of Jewish culture in the shtetl in the
1930s is titled, “A Vanished World.” It remained unpublished
until the 1980s. For years people had to forget what they lost
and the atrocities they experienced. I had the honor of taking a
photography/history class with an elderly, but lively Dr. Vishniac and seeing the passion he had as a biologist. Late in life he
photographed primarily with a microscope, studying funghi. He
expressed disappearing species as interrelated, whether it be
a plant or a human; and that we are all connected. Perhaps
this was his way of cataloging and compartmentalizing his own
experiences in his long career?
With this ever-present thought in my mind, and on the eve of
Kristallnacht, I believe it is our obligation to record “our” history
SCOPE Magazine Chanukah 2021
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH TO THE FOLLOWING SCOPE SPONSORS FOR THEIR STRONG & CONTINUED SUPPORT
Sharona Abraham
Lisa & Alan Adler
Marcy & Daniel Aharon
Ellen & Andrew Allen in memory of their parents
Harriet & Louis Allen z”l and Eleanor & Sheldon Schaffer z”l

Louise & Leonard Kahn
Joan & Henry Katz
Carol & Jeffrey Kaufman
Sydelle & Robert Knepper
Tami & Greg Kramer
Celia & Jack Lemonik
Larry Levitas & Sharon Janovic in memory of Sharon’s brother, Louis Meltz z”l
Judy & Richard Lillien and Family

The Allen Family
in memory of Paul Allen z”l, beloved son, dear brother
Ellen & Andrew Allen, proud grandparents to
Elizabeth Gayle born to their children Sara & Jared Prudhomme

Cindy & Glenn Ludwig

Ellen & Andrew Allen in honor of
Rabbi Dale Polakoff and Rabbi Ian Lichter

Michal & Ron Malen

Rona & Reuben Askowitz
Sheila Bachman & Family in memory of Allan Bachman z”l
Eva & Frank Bachrach
Avigayil & David Bakst

Susan Mayer, children & grandchildren in memory of Steven M. Mayer z”l,
devoted husband, father & grandfather

Ronit & Efi Basal
Emma & Bart Baum
Lisa & Jeffrey Benjamin

Dina & Jon Ohebshalom
Janet & Fred Pomerantz

Annie & Robert Mendelson in memory of her mother Mali Meisel z”l
Ruth & Milton Mitzner

Diane & David Rein in memory of her mother Helene M. Fink z”l
and his father Dr. Howard Rein z”l

Esor Ben-Sorek in memory of Rahel Ben-Sorek z”l
Moselle & Daniel Berkowitz in memory of her sister Hannah Kerben z”l
Robyn & Steven Blumner
Viviane & Arnold Breitbart

Marlene Rutkin in loving memory of Philip Rutkin z”l
Michelle & Norman Rutta
Aliza & Dov Sassoon
Susan & David Sedgh
Aaron Seligson in memory of Abraham Seligson z”l
Chava Shalmon
Arlette & Raphael Shaya in memory of David Shaya z”l
Arlette & Raphael Shaya in memory of Victoria Shaya z”l
Arlette & Raphael Shaya in memory of Vita Dayan z”l
Arlette & Raphael Shaya in memory of Tikva Ambar z”l
Florin & Howard Silberstein
Shoshana & Martin Sokol

Dr. Paul and Drora Brody and the Brody Bunch in honor of the birth of their
first granddaughter, Abigail Bella, born to their children Liat and Jesse Rutta of
Englewood, and in honor of the forthcoming marriage, in Israel,
of their daughter Dana Aderet to Ben Glass, originally from London,
who met in Yerushalayim, after they each made Aliyah.

Carol Buckmann
Debbie & Hal Chadow
Roslyn & Zachary Dicker
Lorraine & Harold Domnitch
Jacqueline & Stanley Fischer
Sylvia z”l & Norman Fisher in memory of their parents
Esther & Saul Hirsh z”l and Molly & Henry Fisher z”l

Karen & Robert Spitalnick in memory of his grandfather Oscar Spitalnick z”l
Alan & Orly Steinberg in honor of SCOPE’s editor, Diane Rein

Sadie Frank & Family in memory of
their beloved husband, father, and grandfather, Murray Frank z”l

Pamela & Baruch Toledano
Roselin Wagner

Marilyn & Jeffrey Freedman in memory of Hessie & George Freedman z”l
Meryl & Mark Friedman
Linda & Bob Glaser in memory of David Glaser z”l

Jerry Weinstein in memory of Judy Weinstein z”l
Nate Weisel & Family
Lili & Alex Weiss in memory of Ignatz Weiss z”l
Ellie & David Werber

Sharon Goldwyn in memory of Belle & Solomon Goldwyn z”l
Rita Gordonson in memory of her husband, Lew Gordonson z”l

Cynthia & Jeffrey Wiesenfeld

Erica & Eliot Heisler
Helaine Helmreich in memory of Leo, Willy and Alan Helmreich z”l
Cindy & Morris Hodkin in memory of their parents
Elizabeth & Louis Hodkin z”l and Bernard Korman z”l

Michele & Howie Wolf in memory of their parents,
Ruth & Philip Berman z”l and Carrie & Julius Wolf z”l

Alisa & Michael Hoenig
Debbie & Robert Hollander in memory of her mother,
Judith Sokol z”l and her sister Sharon Sokol Heisler z”l
Trudy Jettelson in memory of Jules Jettelson z”l
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The Oldest Synagogues
in the World
By Dr. Arnold Breitbart
The history of the synagogue can be traced to Temple times,
when they were originally used as places of assembly and
study, particularly when travel to the Temple in Jerusalem was
difficult. Following destruction of the Second Temple by the
Romans in 70 CE, the synagogue became the primary communal
place of Jewish worship, as prayers replaced sacrifices as the
main form of worship. The world’s oldest synagogues can be
traced from Temple times through the medieval period. Some of
these synagogues have been destroyed without a trace, some
have ruins whose structures can still be identified, some have
been converted to churches, and some have been in continuous
use as synagogues since their construction. The following is a
sample of some of these sacred sites.

Altneuschul, or Old-New Synagogue, Prague

Altneuschul, or Old-New Synagogue, Prague
The Altneuschul of Prague, also known as the Old-New
Synagogue, is the oldest extant synagogue in Europe, having
been in continuous use as a synagogue since its construction in
1270. Built as one of the country’s first Gothic-style buildings, it
has served the Jewish community of Prague since 1270. Legend
has it that some of the stones used in building the synagogue
came from the Temple of Solomon in Jerusalem.
Ibn Shushan Synagogue, Toledo, Spain
Built in 1180, by Islamic builders using Islamic architectural
motifs, for the Jewish community of Toledo in the Christian
territory of the Kingdom of Castile, this synagogue represents
a symbol of cooperation of those three religions during that
time. In 1405, it was however converted to a Catholic church,
and remains so today as Santa Maria la Blanca, despite recent
requests by the Toledo Jewish community to return it as a
synagogue.

Ibn Shushan Synagogue, Toledo, Spain

Jew’s Court, Lincoln, England
This classic Anglo-Norman stone building was constructed in
1150 as a synagogue for the local Lincoln Jewish community.
Lincoln suffered a tragic anti-Semitic episode in 1255, though,
when a child named Hugh disappeared, and his body found in a
well. A Jew named Copin was falsely accused of murder, and he,
along with 18 other Jews were executed under the orders of King
Henry III. Despite the banishment of Jews from England from
1290-1657, Jew’s Court remains in use today.
Alte Synagogue, Erfurt, Germany
The Alte (Old) Synagogue is perhaps the oldest synagogue

Jew's Court, Lincoln, England
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Ben Ezra Synagogue, Fustat, Old Cairo, Egypt

Alte Synagogue, Erfurt, Germany
building still standing in the world. Parts of the building date to
1094. It was used by the Jewish community of Erfurt until the Erfurt
Massacre of 1349, when the Jews of Erfurt were either killed or driven
away. Subsequently used as a storehouse, it was rediscovered as the
synagogue in the 1980’s, restored, and reopened in 2009 as a museum
of Jewish history.

Ein Gedi Synagogue, Israel

Ben Ezra Synagogue, Fustat, Old Cairo, Egypt
The Ben Ezra Synagogue of Old Cairo can trace its origins back to at
least 882, and perhaps even much earlier to pre-Islamic time. Local
legend has it that the prophet Elijah revealed himself at this site in the
9th century BCE, that Jeremiah mourned the destruction of the Temple
of Jerusalem here in the 6th century BCE, and that Ezra wrote a Torah
scroll here. The synagogue served the local Rabbanite community
connected to the Rabbinic sages of Israel. In 1012 the synagogue
was demolished after Caliph Al-Hakim ordered the destruction of
all Jewish and Christian houses of worship. When the environment
became religiously permissive, the Ben Ezra Synagogue was rebuilt in
1025. It featured a large Geniza storage space, which would be later
recovered in the 19th century as the famed Cairo Geniza, containing
Tanachic and Rabbinic writings, The Book of Ben Sira, Maimonides’
letters, prayer books, liturgical poems and secular documents of the
Jewish community dating from at least the 10th century. The Ben Ezra
Synagogue was rebuilt in 1892 and today serves as museum, as there
are only a few remaining Jews left in Egypt.

Dura-Europos Synagogue, Syria

Ein Gedi Synagogue, Israel
Built at the beginning of the 3rd century CE, the original structure had
a modest trapezoidal configuration with a white and black mosaic
floor. It underwent renovations in the 4th century, and later in the
5th century, where a bimah was added, and an elaborate, colored
mosaic floor was laid. There are inscriptions of the names of the
thirteen fathers of the world according to I Chronicles, as well as the
twelve signs of the zodiac, the twelve months of the year, the three
patriarchs, and the three companions of Daniel. Another inscription
SCOPE Magazine Chanukah 2021
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states, “Warnings to those who commit sins causing dissension
in the community, passing malicious information to the
gentiles, or revealing the secrets of the town.” These secrets
are likely related to the local industry of the precious balsam
resin, and its carefully guarded recipe for production. Although
the synagogue was destroyed by fire, probably during the 6th
century reign of Emperor Justinian (and a period of Jewish
persecution), the site has been restored, and much of the
structure can still be seen today.
Dura-Europos Synagogue, Syria
Dated by an Aramaic inscription to 244 CE, this is one of the
oldest synagogues in the world. Remarkably well-preserved,
many of its frescoes have even remained intact. For the
adventurous, these frescoes can be seen on display at the
National Museum of Damascus. Among these frescoes are
depictions of the Sacrifice of Isaac, Moses receiving the Tablets
of the Law, Moses leading the Hebrews out of Egypt, and the
visions of Ezekiel.

Ostia Synagogue, Italy

Gamla Synagogue, Israel
Located in the Golan, the city of Gamla (derived from the Hebrew
word for camel, gamal, as it was situated on camel-hump shaped
hill) was founded in the 1st century BCE by the Hasmonean ruler
Alexander Yannaus. By the 1st century CE it was an important
town, and its synagogue likely dates to this time, or perhaps
earlier. Josephus, as the Commander of the Galilee during the
Jewish Revolt against the Romans, fortified Gamla in 66 CE
as the main stronghold of the north. In 67 CE, though, under
the command of Vespasian, after an initial failure, Gamla was
eventually conquered and destroyed. Josephus described
thousands of Jewish inhabitants being slaughtered, while others
jumped to their deaths off the cliff. It was not until the 1970’s
when the site of Gamla was rediscovered, and the remains of
the synagogue were excavated. The synagogue itself is oriented
towards Jerusalem, with rows of benches and an adjacent
mikveh ritual bath.

Synagogue near Jericho, Israel

Ostia Synagogue, Italy
The Ostia Synagogue is in the ancient Roman seaport of Ostia
Antica. The building dates from the reign of Claudius (41-54 CE),
and was used as a synagogue through the 5th century. The
synagogue features a main hall with benches lining the walls
and a gateway with marble columns, with the main door facing
Jerusalem. A water well with a basin used for ritual washing
is nearby. As noted by an ancient inscription, the Torah ark
present replaced an earlier 2nd century wooden platform.
Synagogue near Jericho, Israel
Apparently the oldest known synagogue in Israel, this building
was discovered a mile southwest of Jericho, and dates to
between 75 and 50 BCE. It is near the ruins of a winter palace

Delos Synagogue, Greece
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built by the Hasmonean monarchy. The synagogue features
a main hall, a platform for seating, and a niche that may have
held Torah scrolls. There is an adjacent banquet hall with a
kitchen space, as well as a courtyard and ritual bathing area.
The synagogue and Hasmonean winter palace were destroyed
by an earthquake in 31 BCE. Although King Herod built another
palace above these ruins several years later, the synagogue was
apparently not rebuilt.
Delos Synagogue, Greece
Just a short boat ride 2 miles from the bustling island of
Mykonos, lies the island of Delos, where many believe the
Diaspora’s oldest synagogue is located. Inhabited since the
3rd millennium BCE as a flourishing port and cult center, Delos
was famously referenced in the Odyssey, and was known as
the birthplace of Artemis and Apollo. Ruled by Athens and later
Sparta, and subsequently independent, under Rome after 166
BCE, Delos became a free port. It was during this time that
Delos continued to flourish as an important trading center with
a remarkably diverse religious population. During its history,
Delos also had the distinction of being a site of purity, where
nobody was allowed to die or be born on the island (that meant
no elderly or pregnant women residents). The presence of many
different temples is a testament to Delos’ religious diversity
through the ages. On this small 1.3 square mile island, one can
find the Temple of Apollo, the Temple of Isis, the Temple of Hera,
and the House of Dionysus, among others. And of course, the
Synagogue of Delos. Literary evidence of a Jewish population
in Delos can be found in the Books of Maccabees as well as in
the writings of Josephus. Josephus wrote to Rome that “The
Jews of Delos and some of the neighboring Jews have appealed
to me and declared that you are preventing them by statute
from observing their national customs and sacred rites.” The
synagogue, dating from 150-128 BCE, just after the Maccabean
revolt against the Seleucid Empire, is a two room structure with
an arch, stone benches and a marble throne, facing Jerusalem,
which was first identified as a synagogue by archaeologist
André Plassart in 1912-13. He posited an adjacent pool of water
as a mikveh. It was nearby inscriptions of names he identified
as Jewish (Agathokles and Lysimachos), as well as the word
proseuche, which can refer to a Jewish house of prayer, which
led Plassart to conclude it was a synagogue, although some
scholars are unconvinced. Additional inscriptions found in 1979
suggest a Samaritan presence, reading “The Israelites on Delos
who make first-fruit offerings to Holy Argarizein,” a reference
to the Jewish Samaritan sect’s holy regarding of Mount Gerizin.
Pirate attacks and changes in trading routes by the end of
the 1st century led to the demise and abandonment of Delos
soon thereafter.

Some of these synagogues have been
destroyed without a trace, some have ruins
whose structures can still be identified...
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The 50th Anniversary of my
Great Neck Synagogue
Bar Mitzvah
By Alan J. Steinberg

Ever since I can remember, after the holidays especially after
Simchat Torah, I seem to gravitate to the Torah reading and
I pay special attention to when we start reading the Torah
again, from the beginning - in the beginning, Parshat Beresheit.
Why is that? Well, Beresheit was my Bar Mitzvah parsha.
Why is this year different from all other years? This year, when
I looked at the calendar it was a very different year. This year
2021, I realized was the 50th anniversary of my Bar Mitzvah,
which took place in 1971 right here at the Great Neck Synagogue. How could that possibly be if most people think that I
am 50 and I feel like I am 40! Time to face it - I’m 63 years old.
So I reached out to one of our esteemed Gabbaim, Natan
Hamerman and asked him if there was a Bar Mitzvah in the
Goldwyn Main Sanctuary for Shabbos Beresheit this year and if
not, then I would like to ‘lein,’ which means to read my entire
parsha from the Torah as I did back in 1971. Natan said it was
available and even offered me the opportunity to treat the
Shabbos like a real Bar Mitzvah, and he offered me the opportunity to read the Haftorah, as well. Great!
Now I had work to do. A few years after my Bar Mitzvah, I
did read the entire Torah parsha each year, sometimes in the
Main Shul, sometimes in the Beit Midrash, once or twice in
the Hashkama Minyan and a few times in the Youth Minyan.
However, during the last 50 years, I often split and shared the
parsha with Perry Schneider, who also was a Beresheit Bar
Mitzvah boy. For many years, I didn’t lein Beresheit at all. The
older you get, that part of the brain, that helps you memorize
the many notes and vowels seems to go first, so that is why
there aren’t too many ‘older’ Ba’al Koreh’s in shuls these days.
However, I few years ago, we had an older member Mr. Charles
Stein, who would ‘lein’ well into his 80’s and he inspired me
to stay with it. Leining at 63 is a little like getting to Carnegie
Hall, all you need is practice, practice, practice!
As the weeks went by, and the Shabbos of Beresheit was
getting closer and closer, and my leining was not improving,
I was getting very nervous. So, I practiced more and more,
sometimes the entire parsha at one sitting and often bits and
pieces each time hoping it would all come together. I’m a bit of

Alan Steinberg, 1971 		

Alan Steinberg, 2021

a ‘saver’ and I still had my original tikkun (book with both the
regular reading on one side and the Torah reading on the other
side) to help me study.
When I realized that this year was not only my 50th anniversary of my Bar Mitzvah, but it was also commemorating my
Bar Mitzvah at the same shul and in the very same room as I
did 50 years ago, it made this day even more awesome. I then
agreed to sponsor the kiddush to share this special day with
the entire shul and our members. I was informed that this was
the first time that this type of event had occurred in the shul
and it’s a testament to the longevity and success of our shul.
There’s a sad joke that some Bar Mitzvah boys don’t come back
to shul after their Bar Mitzvah, but not only did I come back,
but I am still coming back to the Great Neck Synagogue 50
years later. There are a few of us here for 50 years after our
Bar Mitzvah’s but I was the first one to ‘do it all again’ 50 years
after the fact.
Before I report on how it all went in October 2021, let me share
with you how it all went back in 1971 here at the Great Neck
Synagogue.
Back in 1971, I was 13 years young and was in the 8th grade at
the North Shore Hebrew Academy. Rabbi Aron Sternberg z”l
was my teacher and taught me everything I needed to know
for my Bar Mitzvah. Our beloved Rabbi Ephraim Wolf z”l was the
Rabbi and the sweet voice of Cantor Eliezer Schulman z”l was
the Chazzan of our very special young shul. Our President was
Mr. Samuel Goldberg.
To place the time in perspective, in 1971 Richard Nixon was our
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president, the Vietnam War was being fought and protests were raging on the college campuses, the average
price of a house in Great Neck was $60,000, the price of
gas was 36 cents a gallon, the Pittsburg Pirates had won
the World Series and the new franchise, the Milwaukee
Bucks, had won the NBA Championship.
If you can believe it, there was only ONE orthodox shul in
Great Neck, and it was the GNS! If by chance you did see
someone walking in town with a kippah at that time, you
either knew who it was, or they were lost! Great Neck
did not have a kosher pizza place and at the time, we
didn’t even realize that a store like Everfresh could ever
exist anywhere! An Eiruv was a dream and there was
one only Persian family in town; the very special Aryeh
family. Mr. Ralph Aryeh z”l was the very nice Gabbai on
my Bar Mitzvah Shabbos. In those days, the highlight on
Yom Kippur was when the comedian Alan King, a GNS
member, walked in and opened the ark, which we know
call the Aron Kodesh!
As a 13-year-old young man at the GNS in ’71, my blond
hair was long and over my ears. I had a double-knit suit
purchased by my parents at the Great Neck Department
store on Middle Neck Road. I was wearing a very large
blue velvet kippah that all the guests wore as well. The
large sliding doors to the Main Shul were always closed
on Shabbos and only left open on Rosh Hashanah and
Yom Kippur. After I read the Torah, there was no dancing,
but bags of candies were absolutely thrown at me! I had
my mom there then and still had my dad as well as my
brothers and sister and lots of relatives and friends…to
name a few, Harold and Lorraine Domnitch, Marty Sokol,
Debbie Sokol Hollander, Sharon Goldwyn and Steve Zuckerman come to mind who were all in attendance way
back then…

(left) Pearl, Alan & Philip Steinberg, 1971
(above) Alan and his mother Pearl, 2021

And here we are 50 years later, October 2021 for the 50th anniversary of
my Bar Mitzvah. The Great Neck Synagogue is still growing, but its only
one of many orthodox shuls in Great Neck. Our dear Rabbi Polakoff is
now here for more than 30 years at the pulpit and recently joined by the
beautiful voice of Chazzan Yitzy Spinner. There are hundreds of Persian families in Great Neck, as well as many Persian shuls, schools, and
kosher restaurants.
Gas is now $3.00 a gallon, the average price of a house in Great Neck is
more than $1,000,000.00 and guess what, exactly 50 years after their
first NBA title in 1971, the Milwaukee Bucks won the NBA Championship
once again in 2021.
As a 63-year older man at the GNS in ’21, what’s left of my blond hair is
now mostly grey and not too long. On this special anniversary Shabbos,
I was wearing a blue suit still purchased by my mother, and I wore the
very same large 1970’s blue velvet kippah, that NOBODY else in the shul
would even consider wearing! The back doors to the Main Shul are now
open all the time even if the shul is not crowded. I read the entire parsha
of Beresheit being supported and guided by our most dedicated Gabbaim
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Natan Hamerman and Jason Mayer. It’s a long parsha, and I have
a much older brain, but I did practice, practice, practice. It went
well and the reviews were all very supportive. After Chazzan
Spinner welcomed me to the Torah with the traditional Bar Mitzvah boy welcoming melody, I then chanted the Haftorah exactly
as I did as a boy. Then Rabbi Polakoff pointed out that while my
dear dad was long gone, I was a very fortunate Bar Mitzvah boy
who still walked to shul with his very senior mom. I then jumped
in and mentioned that I was the first Bar Mitzvah boy who
walked to shul with a wife! When I was finished, we all danced
around the Shulchan as we would for any Bar Mitzvah boy. It was
very special for both me and for the shul.
Yes, 50 years later, my super senior mom Pearl was in shul, as
was my brother Arnie and some friends…to name a few, again
Harold and Lorraine Domnitch, Marty Sokol, Debbie Sokol Hollander, Sharon Goldwyn and Steve Zuckerman…all of whom were here
in shul with me 50 years ago!
However, this time, I had my wife Orly and my three sons, Phil,
Donny and Ira all of whom also had a Bar Mitzvah right here at
the GNS, as well. Two of my daughters, Gabriela and Eliana were
in Israel and one daughter Tara and son-in-law Shimmy were in
Baltimore, cheering me on from a distance. My very senior mother-in-law Chava was in shul with me too! Truly amazing!
My life in general and my life more specifically with the GNS family has been a great ride and a great blessing for the last 50 years
and with the help and hand of Hashem, I hope to have many more
years at this wonderful shul and who knows, maybe another
milestone Bar Mitzvah is waiting for me down the road.

Alan & his mother-in-law,
Chava Shalman

On this special anniversary Shabbos,
I was wearing a blue suit still purchased
by my mother, and I wore the very same
large 1970’s blue velvet kippah,
that NOBODY else in the shul would
even consider wearing!

Steinberg Family
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Ask the Rabbi
By Rabbi Dale Polakoff
Question:
Our shul has the bima located in the relative center of the shul. Some of the other shuls in the
neighborhood have the bima located at the front
of the shul. Why the difference?

Answer:
The Rambam writes in Hilchot Tefila (11:3) that the bima is
placed in the center of the shul to ensure that everyone
will be able to hear the Torah reading. The Rema in the Shulchan Aruch (Orach Chaim 150:5) writes this as well. The Vilna
Gaon, in his commentary on the Shulchan Aruch, traces this
practice back to Talmudic sources. The Gemara in Masechet
Sukkah describes a huge shul in Alexandria, Egypt, seating
thousands of people. The Gemara records that there was a
wooden bima in the center of this shul. The Chatam Sofer
explains that the bima is in the center of shul to emulate
the Mizbeiach which was in the center of the Temple Courtyard. Not only do we commemorate the korbanot by reading
about them from the Torah on this bima, but we also circle
the bima when we do the hakafot on Sukkot, just as they
encircled the Mizbeiach in the Beit Hamikdash.

the shul. Since Rabbi Yosef Karo often represents the halacha in accordance with Sephardic tradition, its not unusual
to find the bima not centrally located in a Sephardic shul.
It is clear that according to the Ashkenazi deciders of Jewish
law, the placement of the bima is to be in the center of the
shul. Is it forbidden, therefore, to enter and daven in a shul
where the bima is not in the center? The Minchat Yitzchak
(RabbiYitzchak Yaakov Weiss, prominent posek and scholar,
1902-1989), indeed writes that one is not even allowed to enter a shul where the bima is not located in the middle. Rav
Moshe Feinstein takes a more moderate position and suggests that if there was a prohibition to enter such a shul it
was based on an effort to battle the encroachment of the
reform movement into Jewish society. Rav Moshe felt that
such a prohibition would be limited to a particular time and
wouldn’t apply to America. It goes without saying that Rav
Moshe is referring to a shul that operates in complete accord
with halacha, although locating the bima not in the middle.

Illustration, Andy Allen ©2021

One of the students of the Chatam Sofer, the Maharam Shik
(Rabbi Moshe Shik, 1807-1879, a prominent Hungarian rabbi) introduced a new element into the discussion of the location of the bima, namely, imitating the practices of the
non-Jews. The movement in the mid 19th century to relocate
the bima to the front of shul was less motivated by space
concerns than by a desire to look similar to the architecture
of churches.
These seem to be the motivating reasons why nearly all
Ashkenazi Orthodox synagogues have the bima in the middle of the shul. However, not all agree with this analysis.
The Kesef Mishna (Rabbi Yosef Karo, 1488-1575), in his commentary on the above mentioned Rambam, disagrees with
the Rambam. He explains that when constructing a large
shul, one should place the bima in the center to enable all
to hear. However, when a shul is small it might be more
practical to have the Torah read from a place that is not centrally located. Accordingly, in the Shulchan Aruch (authored
by Rabbi Karo), there is no mention of an obligation to place
the bima in the middle of the shul. This would be consistent
with his analysis that the placement of the bima is a practical matter, dependent on the construction and acoustics of

Q&A
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across the globe. In every nation, large or small, in our universe
Jews everywhere kindle lights for the eight nights, symbolic of
the eight days of the Temple’s purification.

Is It Too Early for Chanukah?
By Esor Ben-Sorek, Ph.D.
I begin with an explanation of the title. Why? Because I am
writing this article one week before Rosh Hashanah. My mind is
occupied with fearful and tearful prayers. Mi yichyeh u’mi yamut? Who will live and who will die? As I approach my 89th year
the words frighten me and I tremble. I often think that Hashem
is too occupied with more important issues than to consider the
humble prayers of a sinner who too often transgresses the laws
of our sacred Torah.
The Shabbat Announcements of September 4 (27 Elul) greatly
inspired me as I read Rabbi Sack’s commentary on Parshat
Nitzavim. He referred to us, the Jewish people, as being “citizens in the republic of faith.” How precious are those words! He
continued to speak of Torah and of our obligation to write our
own Torah…a difficult if not a nigh impossible task.
I recall the words of my rabbi who gave me semicha, words
which have never departed from my mind. “Torah ainenah overet
b’yerusha. Kol dor va dor tzarich l’chadesh ota” The Torah does
not pass along as an inheritance to us. Each and every generation is obligated to renew it.
Rabbi Sacks explained that “it is hard for individuals to stay
perennially young. We drift, lose our way, become distracted,
lose our sense of purpose and with it our energy and drive.” I am
thoroughly convinced that the great and wise Rabbi Sacks was
referring especially to me. I am no longer young. I have frequently lost my way and am too often distracted. Since Rahel’s
death I have little purpose left and my life has little meaning for
me. I am not the man I once was and cannot be him again.
All this leads me, one week before Rosh Hashanah, to contemplate on the story and meaning of Chanukah.
Our holy Temple in Jerusalem had been defiled by Greek occupiers in our land. Our sacred shrine had been desecrated and in
place of holy objects, statues of Zeus and other pagan gods had
been installed.
Some Hellenistic Jews continued to worship in the defiled Temple even when Torah scrolls had been burned by the Greeks.
Some years later, by the Hand of our One and Only God, the
Maccabean revolution freed us from the Greek tragedy. The Holy
Temple was cleansed and re-purified and the High Priest, the
Kohen Gadol, re-instituted acceptable Jewish worship and taught
the laws of our faith to young and old Jews.
The re-dedication of the Temple was called in Hebrew “Chanukat
Ha-Bayit,” the dedication of God’s House. Similar to the word
“chinuch,” education, the great victory of the Hasmoneans over
the pagan tyrannical Greeks, became a national holiday for Jews

The miracle of the Temple’s great light, sufficient for one night of
glowing, continued to show its beautiful flame for eight continuous nights. Jews in Israel recall the miracle by eating large jelly
donuts called sufganiyot. According to the statistics revealed at
the end of last year’s Chanukah in Israel, more than five million
sufganiyot had been baked, sold, and eaten…calories not withstanding.
European Jews transferred the memory of the oil to the new
world by the way of the latkes, fried in oil.
But Chanukah for me cannot only be a time for candle-lighting,
songs and dreidel spins, nor consuming oily delicacies. If Chanukah means dedication or re-dedication it must touch our souls,
inflame our hearts, re-kindle our faith and allegiance to our God
and to the dedicated men and women who preserve our traditions
and who share them with all of us.
I am beginning to lose much of my memory. I forget simple
things and more less simple. I sometimes begin to drive to a
location and while driving I forget where I am going and how
to get there. On two different occasions while trying to drive to
Wellwood Cemetery to pray at Rahel’s grave, I lost my way and
drove almost 20 miles in the wrong direction. (Needless to say,
one of my children insists that I stop driving). Not quite yet!
One of the most outstanding miracles which have preserved my
life can be found in three alphabetical letters: G N S. The Great
Neck Synagogue, its fantastic spiritual leaders and its warm and
welcoming membership have healed many of my inner wounds.
When I pray there in its beautiful sanctuary I have a deep feeling
that Hashem has heard my prayers (even over the too-frequent
mumbling of other worshippers) and I have a sense within my
heart that He will answer me (and hopefully positively).
It’s not too early for me to think of Chanukah and to search my
heart, soul and mind for ways to re-dedicate the remaining few
years of my life, to correct my errors, to seek Hashem’s blessings each day as I pray to Him. I am inspired by the davening of
many members of the GNS and I am humbled by my own inability
to keep up with them.
I have gained much book knowledge over long years at the
expense of humanity. My late beloved wife, Rahel, had in her
smallest finger more knowledge and wisdom than I have in my
entire body.
So you can see, it’s not too early for me to be writing about dedication and re-dedication offered by Chanukah even now in the few
approaching days prior to the Yomim Noraim…the days of terror.
As I recite my prayers, I am terrified. “Mi yichyeh u’mi yamut”?
Who will have life and whose life will end.
On July 15 of this year I became blessed to be for the first time
a great-grandfather to a gorgeous baby boy, Elazar Shalom BenSorek, son of Ariel and Rivka, grandson of Ethan and Karen.
Because they live in Maryland I have seen him only once and
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held him in my arms, blessing him and shedding tears that
Rahel did not live to celebrate the glorious event in our lives.
But sadly for me at my old age, I will pray that I may live
to see Elazar taking his first steps, walking to me, and
mumbling his first baby words. That is my first prayer that
I will ask of Hashem.
Another will be a prayer that I may live to hear many more of
our rabbi’s brilliant sermons and to greet the friendly caring
GNS members.
And last but not least, I may even pray that Hashem will
send a message to the chef, “Put more beef into the Shabbat
kiddush cholent.”
Ora v’simcha b’chag ha orim…light and gladness on the Festival of Light. Happy Chanukah to all.

Joyful Anticipation
By Annie Karpenstein
The spirit of the holidays preceded them,
as if a special envoy with trumpet had
announced their imminent arrival
setting the stage for all the preparations.
My mother scurried around the kitchen
inspired to new heights of culinary excellence.
I loved coming home from school those days
to the warmth of the kitchen, and the smells.
Delicious aromas: home-made challah,
soup bubbling on the stove. The air,
electrified. The mood contagious.
I was thrilled to be part of a fresh reality.

If Chanukah means dedication or
re-dedication it must touch our souls,
inflame our hearts, re-kindle our faith....

The sad blanket of suffering finally lifted,
like dense fog dispersed by sunlight.
Then she offered me a rare treat: a chance
to really participate in the preparations.
She had rolled out the dough and cut it
in squares for kreplach. After placing
the meat in the middle, she showed me
how to seal them tightly into a neat bow.

Illustration, Andy Allen ©2021

We shared this labor of love, side by side.
I embraced her new attitude, a special gift,
and remember those days, filled with
excitement, and joyful anticipation.
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At Uman, Dr. Robert Knepper ©2021
Oil on canvas, 24" X 30"

The Menorah Lights, Dr. Robert Knepper ©2021
Oil on canvas, 18" X 24"
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Featured Artist
Dr. Robert Knepper

Judean Desert Morning, Dr. Robert Knepper ©2021
Oil on panel, 18" X 24"

Negev Tree, Dr. Robert Knepper ©2021
Oil on panel, 16" X 20"
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Operation Guardian
of the Walls
By Stanley H. Fischer
In early May 2021, an outbreak of violence in the ongoing
Israeli-Palestinian conflict occurs. Tensions are high.
On May 6, there are clashes between the Israeli police and Arabs.
On May 7, 70,000 worshippers attend the final prayers of Ramadan at the Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem. After the prayers, some
Palestinians begin throwing previously stockpiled rocks and
other objects at the Israeli police. The police respond by firing
stun grenades into the mosque compound.
On May 8, the day of the Islamic holy night of Laylat al Qadr,
Palestinian crowds throw stones, light fires and chant “Strike Tel
Aviv.” The police use stun grenades and water cannons to quell
the rioters.
On May 10, Jerusalem Day, the Temple Mount is the scene of
heavy clashes as the Palestinians throw rocks, firecrackers
and heavy objects while the police attempt to evacuate the
rioters on the Temple Mount and fire stun grenades, tear gas
and rubber bullets. See photo 1 of the fire on the Temple Mount
taken by the author from the morning service on the promenade
facing the Temple Mount. The firecrackers are heard even from a
distance.
There are riots throughout the country; roads are closed as tires
burn in the streets. Rocks and firebombs are thrown at Jewish
homes, synagogues and schools. In Acre, the Efendi Hotel is
torched by Arab rioters, injuring several guests and a former
head of the Israel Space Agency suffers fatal injuries.
Communal violence continues for days and includes riots, stabbing, arson, attempted home invasions and shootings as are
reported in Beersheba, Ramallah, Lod, Tiberius, Jerusalem, Haifa
and Acre, as well as elsewhere.
Hamas commences firing rockets at Israel on May 10. Israel
responds with air strikes the same day. The operation is called
by Israel “Operation Guardian of the Walls” while Hamas calls the
conflict “Sword of Jerusalem Battle.”
On May 11, Hamas and Islamic Jihad launch hundreds of rockets
at Southern Israel particularly Ashdod and Ashkelon killing five
civilians. 137 rockets are fired at Tel Aviv within five minutes.
The Iron Dome intercepts many. We are in Israel and observe the
rockets as they are intercepted by the Iron Dome defense shield.
The following day, May 12, 850 rockets are launched from Gaza.
The Israeli Air Force attacks Hamas and Islamic Jihad in Gaza

and destroys Hamas police headquarters, internal security
headquarters, its central bank and the home of a senior
Hamas commander.
On May 14, the Israeli Air Force launches a massive bombardment
of Hamas extensive underground tunnel network known as “the
Metro,” inflicting heavy casualties. That evening, Friday night,
I am attending Sheva Brachot in Modiin. The siren sounds. We
are accustomed to the sound as it reminds us of the 1950’s
in schools in the U.S. We had civil defense drills in case
of nuclear bomb attack. We would, as young children, be
escorted to a nearby hall which had no windows or just told
to put our heads under the desk, as if this would protect us
from a nuclear bomb. At the Sheva Brachot, the hostess escorts
us to the bomb shelter while many other attendees head to the
basement of the house.
The author and his wife volunteered and served in the Israel
Defense Forces during a portion of the conflict. We were assigned
to a base and packed food for the soldiers at the Gaza front.
General Ronen Cohen, head of logistics for the Israeli army, came
to thank us for serving. See Photo 2 which was our group at the
base with the General. We were the only “tourists.”
The conflict continued until the cease-fire came into effect on
May 21. By that date some 4360 rocket and mortar shells had
been fired at Israel. About 3400 successfully crossed into Israel,
while 680 fell in Gaza and 280 into the sea. The Iron Dome shot
down 1428 rockets detected as heading toward population areas,
an interception rate of 95%.
Wikipedia, the online encyclopedia, states that the root cause of
the conflict was a) “the planned decision by the Supreme Court
of Israel on the eviction of four Palestinian families in the East
Jerusalem neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah” and b) “the storming
of the Al-Aqsa Mosque by Israeli police.”
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But are a future unknown decision of the Supreme Court on
the Sheikh Jarrah matter and the police defending themselves
against stockpiled stones actually the reason for the conflict? I
think not.
More likely, we should look at the May 2, 2021 issue of Al Jazeera
whose motto is, “You rely on Al Jazeera for truth and transparency.” In the opinion section, under the title “WHY THE EVENTS IN
JAFFA OF MAY 1, 1921 ARE IMPORTANT TODAY,” the authors state:
“Officially, the war for Palestine, which ended with the
establishment of the State of Israel and the exile of
three-quarters of a million Palestinians, began on
May 15, 1948 with the termination of the British Mandate,
the Declaration of Independence by Zionist leaders,
and the formal start of hostilities between the fledging
Jewish state and the country’s Palestinian population
and Arab allies.
Others point to the United Nations Partition Resolution
passed on November 20, 1947, and the war that commenced
soon thereafter as the actual beginning of the conflict. But
an equally plausible argument can be made that the War
for Palestine began more than a quarter-century earlier,
on May Day 1921 - not in Jerusalem but in a mixed
neighborhood along the sea between Jaffa and Tel Aviv.”
This op-ed piece, I believe, provoked and when combined with
the May 2021 period of Ramadan (ending on May 11), Jerusalem
Day (May 10) and its celebration and planned march through
Jerusalem, the additional most significant Islamic holy day of
Laylat al Qadr (night of May 8), the Covid 19 virus and its resultant isolation and frustrations provided substantial motivation
for riots and rockets during May 2021.
But what was the conflict of May 1921, 100 years earlier on the
precise dates?
On the night of May 1, 1921, the Jewish Communist Party with approximately 60 members commenced marching from Jaffa to Tel
Aviv through the mixed Jewish-Arab neighborhood of Menashiya.
Another large May Day parade organized by the rival socialist Ahdut HaAvoda with official authorization commenced their parade
from Tel Aviv. When the two processions met, a fistfight erupted.

Iron Dome

police joined the Arab attackers by firing at the windows of the
building. The police and Arab mob broke into the building. Thirteen Jews were killed or mortally injured and another 23 were
wounded. One woman was killed, three escaped to be roughly
handled by the crowd. One of the Arab policemen pretended he
was Jewish and a protector, robbed them and made advances
to two of the women with threats of violence if they resisted.
They successfully escaped and the policeman was subsequently
convicted and sentenced to 13 years imprisonment by a special
court.
The violence reached as far as Abu Kabir in which Yosef Chaim
Brenner, one of the pioneers of modern Hebrew literature, was
living. He was murdered along with four others. The previous day
Brenner had written:
“Tomorrow, perhaps, the Jewish hand writing these words
will be stabbed. A “sheikh” or “hajj” will drive his dagger into
it in full view of the English governor and that Jewish hand
will not be able to do anything…for it does not know how to
hold a sword.”

The British police sought to disperse the protesters and fired
warning shots. Unfortunately, the Arab residents did not understand the slogans which were being shouted and fearing
the gunfire signaled a Jewish attack on the neighborhood, they
attacked first, starting a riot that quickly moved down into Jaffa
and killed 47 Jews and 48 Palestinians. Hundreds more were
made homeless. Hearing of the fighting and rumors running
amok that the Arabs were being attacked, the Arabs of Jaffa
went on the offensive. Arab men bearing clubs. knives. swords
and some pistols broke into Jewish buildings and murdered their
inhabitants while women followed to loot.

Violence continued daily, not only in Jaffa but spread across
regions of the country including Kfar Saba and Ain Chai. On May
5, a large Arab force arrived at Petach Tikvah where they held a
ridge. British Major A.R. Hudson of the 8th (Indian Cavalry), now
aware of the attack on Petach Tikvah accompanied by some 90
soldiers approached the ridge, opened fire using his Hotchkiss
guns and drove the Arabs from the ridge. He observed from
1000 to 2000 Arabs retreat on horseback or foot leaving 15 dead.
Homes had been looted, four Jews had been killed and many
others wounded.

An immigrant hostel, home to 100 people was attacked by the
mob. Stone throwing was followed by bombs and gunfire. The

Other attacks occurred throughout the country with significant
casualties.
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The Official Report by the Commission of Inquiry into the Jaffa
Riots chaired by Sir Thomas Haycraft, Chief Justice of Palestine,
which was held in public and commenced its proceedings on
May 12,1921 concluded:
“Had there been nothing more than some rough handling of
the demonstrators by the Arabs, there would be little for us
to say. It would have been the usual row to which we are
accustomed from time to time in all countries. But we have
no doubt that the Arabs were the first to turn this quarrel
into a race conflict, and when once this issue was joined,
they behaved with a savagery which cannot be condoned.”

properties, push out the local population, and continue a
self-described process of Judaization (Yehudit in Hebrew,
an official Israeli government term) that has occurred
without rest now for over 100 years.”
Clearly such a propaganda piece in an important Arab newspaper can only stir the populace which due to its timing is
emotionally compromised and needs only a match to create
the fire and storm which occurred in May 2021.

The op-ed article in Al Jazeera referred to herein published on
May 2, 2021 further stated:
“Jaffa’s Palestinian Arab population described the storm
of violence in early May 1921 as a “revolt” or “revolution
(thawra, the same word used by protesters during the Arab
Spring). For their part, Zionist officials admitted in their
reports that it was a result of the “unnatural” expansion
of the Jewish community, whose “seizing and spreading”
over the rest of Jaffa and into the surrounding orchards
was deemed a leading cause of the “mountainous” hatred
between the two communities.”

The author and his wife volunteered and served
in the Israel Defense Forces during a portion of
the conflict. We were assigned to a base and
packed food for the soldiers at the Gaza front.
General Ronen Cohen, head of logistics for the
Israeli army, came to thank us for serving.

And
“Just as in Jerusalem and throughout the West Bank,
secular and religious Jews alike take over Palestinian
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“We were happy to be there for emergency patients
throughout a time of turbulence.
Being able to finally see ALL of our families in a safe environment,
at a safe capacity is an absolute pleasure!
If we haven’t seen you in awhile,
we look forward to seeing all of you in the near future.
Stay safe, stay healthy, and keep SMILING!”

We have resumed routine care and dental appointments;
closely monitoring the COVID-19 pandemic, along with new safety protocols:
• We have implemented a virtual waiting room to limit the number of patients in the office.
• Patients are asked to wear a mask and will have their temperature taken upon arrival.
• Patients will be asked COVID-19 screening questions when scheduling an appointment,
as well as upon arrival.
• Our entire team will be wearing enhanced PPE.
• Our team will also have their temperature taken throughout the day.
• We have now incorporated HEPA air purifiers throughout the office.
• Our staff will spend 15-30 minutes extra between each patient disinfecting and taking
many additional infection control and sterilization steps to assure our patients safety.
• We will be scheduling appointments in a way that will encourage social distancing.
- Dr. Eliot Heisler, D.D.S.

Ou r Team!

45 North Station Plaza, Suite 216
Great Neck, NY 11021
(516) 829-2001
office@elitedentalspa.com
elitedentalspa.com
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BABYN YAR

Babyn Yar at 80 Long Overdue Recognition
of the ‘Holocaust By Bullets’
By Robert Spitalnick

No monument stands over Babi Yar.
A steep cliff only, like the rudest headstone 1
In the decades since the end of the Second World War, the ghettos,
the deportations, the transports, death camps and gas chambers
have received most of the recognition. More recently, there has
been growing emphasis on the ‘Holocaust by Bullets’ - the systematic murder of some 2.5 million Jews in Eastern Europe following
the Nazi invasion of the Soviet Union in June of 1941. Tragically,
with the passage of time, the voices of the victims are being lost
and memory of the Shoah is fading.
At Babyn Yar, a ravine on the then outskirts of Kyiv, Ukraine, 33,771
Jews were liquidated on September 29 and 30, 1941, which coincided
with Yom Kippur. On penalty of death, all Jews were ordered to report and bring their warm clothing and valuables. They were taken
to the ravine in small groups, forced to lie down and shot, around
the clock for two days. The events are characterized as follows:
The Babyn Yar massacre is the most widely known instance of
a specific type of killing in the Holocaust: mass murder near
the places where the victims, often not even registered first,
used to live. This was massive local death. Its aftermath was
also specific: local residents led their lives next to the mass
graves of their school mates and neighbors - often unmarked
graves, but present all the same. Massive and local - these
were the predominant features of the Holocaust in Eastern
Europe. This is still the lesser known part of the Holocaust. In
other regions in Western and Central Europe, and also partly
in western Ukraine, the killings took place after transportation
further away.2
Until recently, the Holocaust by Bullets and the events at Babyn Yar
have not received due recognition. Thanks to the efforts of Father
Patrick Desbois and his Yahad im Unum organization, 1,874 execution sites have currently been identified in central and eastern
Europe.3
The Soviet Union actively suppressed evidence of the Babyn Yar
massacre. A brick factory at the site was allowed to fill the ravine
with sludge and the Soviets turned it into a toxic waste dump.
Memorials placed during the Soviet era remembered the “victims
of fascism” without mentioning the Jews. (The full death toll at

Robert and Karen Spitalnick with Father Patrick Desbois

the site before the Nazis were defeated in November 1943
was over 100,000 including Jews, gypsies, gays and other
enemies of the Third Reich).
Thirty years ago, with the fall of the Soviet Union, Ukraine
gained independence. Only then did the slow process of
recognition begin, gathering momentum over the last five
years with the support of Ukraine President Volodymyr
Zelenskyy (who is Jewish) and his predecessor Petro Poroshenko. These efforts led to the creation of the Babyn Yar
Holocaust Memorial Center and culminated in the Babyn
Yar 80th Anniversary Commemoration which took place on
October 5 and 6, 2021. Karen and I were privileged to attend the events as part of a delegation led by the National
Coalition Supporting Eurasian Jewry (NCSEJ).
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Officially, there is no antisemitism in Ukraine. Just weeks ago, the
parliament adopted a version of the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) definition of antisemitism. Ukraine has
vigorous diplomatic relations with Israel and substantial economic
ties. The Babyn Yar events occasioned a state visit by President
Isaac Herzog, the first by an Israeli leader. Still, vestiges of the
fraught history remain, including prominent statues of Ukrainian
nationalists such as Bohdan Khmelnytsky, a 17th century Cossack
who led a pogrom that killed 92,000 Jews and Stepan Bandera, a
20th century nationalist whose militia collaborated with the Nazis.
The proposed Babyn Yar memorial, scheduled for completion in
2025, promises to rival Yad Vashem and the U.S. Holocaust Memorial as the foremost venue for research and commemoration of the
Holocaust by Bullets. The center will consist of twelve separate
installations including museums and research facilities. Among the
now existing projects are a mirror field where the victims’ names
are uniquely remembered. One walks among a stand of stainless
steel “trees” which are cut off at the top and riddled with bullet
holes of the same caliber as used by the Nazis. The victims’ names
are digitally transformed into tones based upon the Hebrew numerical value of their letters.

Mirror Field

We live in a time of rising antisemitism and
Holocaust denial. Our generation - the last
to have known the survivors - has the
responsibility to bear witness on their behalf.
Only in this way can we be assured that
the history of the Shoah is not forgotten.

There is also a “pop-out book” synagogue in the style of destroyed
Ukrainian shuls. During our visit, we had the opportunity to daven
in the synagogue together with Rabbi Yaakov Bleich, Chief Rabbi of
Kyiv and Ukraine.

Israel President Isaac Herzog at Babyn Yar 80th
Memorial Commemoration
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The opening ceremonies included presentation of a documentary film
“Babyn Yar: Context” which received a special recognition award at the
Cannes Film Festival. The film consists of contemporaneous footage of
events surrounding the massacre - including the warm welcome of the
Nazis by some Ukrainians and their willing participation in atrocities
against their Jewish neighbors. The main event included appearances
by Ukrainian President Zelensky, President Isaac Herzog of Israel and
President Frank-Walter Steinmeier of Germany. Natan Sharansky, who
chairs the governing board of the Babyn Yar Holocaust Memorial Center
also spoke. Secretary of State Anthony Blinken, in a video appearance,
said Wednesday that “for much of the last eight decades, the world
did not remember what happened at Babi Yar. That was by design. The
Nazis were not alone in trying to bury what had happened. For decades,
Soviet history omitted that the 33,771 victims of those first two days and tens of thousands more executed later - were Jews. And that they
were killed because they were Jews.”
We live in a time of rising antisemitism and Holocaust denial. Our generation - the last to have known the survivors - has the responsibility to bear
witness on their behalf. Only in this way can we be assured that the
history of the Shoah is not forgotten.
1 Yevtushenko,

“Babi Yar”, 1961

2 https://babynyar.org/storage/main/e0/ce/e0ced2fd93bcb8a9abbdeb5df8284

16f12fdac9eaf096d2766b54c989e86e48b.pdf?
3 https://www.yahadinunum.org/in-evidence

NCSEJ Delegation with Chief Rabbi Yaakov Bleich
at the Pop-out Synagogue
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I want to extend my gratitude to all my clients
and customers, celebrating over 30 years
in real estate.
Let me help you in any of
your real estate transactions.

Janet Kashani

Verizon of Great Neck wishes you a
Happy Chanukah!
David Goykadosh

Chag Sameach!

Licensed Realtor
Laffey Real Estate
200 Middle Neck Rd
Great Neck, NY 11021
516-244-5252
Jkashani@laffeyre.com
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We Love Sufganiyot.
We Love Chanukah.
We Love You.

Wishing You The Most
Delicious Chanukah.
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A Polish Rose
By Esor Ben-Sorek, Ph.D.

Somewhere in the multitude of prayers for Yom Kippur, my
memory cannot recall the exact location, there is a mention
telling of God who plants a rose in a garden overflowing with
beauty.
The location is not mentioned and it was not in the Garden of
Eden which probably lacked for flowers among the tall fruit
trees…especially for the forbidden fruit of the Tree of Life.
No doubt, the rose, the most beautiful of all flowers with its
thirteen petals and regarded as the flower of royalty and majesty can grow in fertile soil anywhere in the world.
One Polish rose which comes to mind is a rose that was first
planted in a garden in the Polish imperial city of Krakow, a city
renowned for its majesty and large Jewish community with
several great synagogues.
Somehow, that particular rose was uprooted and transported
to the United States, in particular to Great Neck, New York
where it was re-planted, well-watered and protected from the
elements and continues to flourish and grow. I call it, for good
reason, a Polish Rose.
Some years ago I visited a home in Great Neck either to seek
help in Polish translation (my Polish is long forgotten and
now limited) and to examine documents and printed material I
received in and from Poland in 1969.
In 1969 I began to write a series of articles for the Polish daily
press in Warsaw dealing with past and present Jewish life and
history. Much of Jewish history in Poland was extremely positive and fruitful and that nation produced the greatest rabbis
and Jewish scholars in all of Europe.
I had no hesitation about dealing with occasional pogroms,
none as severe as those in Czarist Russia, but I cited the anti-Semitism which flourished after Poland became an independent nation in 1918.
The Polish national war hero and first president of free Poland
Marshal Josef Pilsudski was friendly to Jews and granted them
all Polish citizenship with all rights and benefits. Some Jews
were also elected as members of the Sejm, the new Polish
parliament.

It was during the very early years of Poland’s newborn government now that it was freed from the Austro-Hungarian
empire. But after the death of Pilsudski the new freedom
gave birth to treacherous anti-Jewish riots, mainly supported
by the Polish Catholic church.
It was, in fact, begun by the Polish Cardinal Augustus Hlond
who wanted the new Poland to be free of Jews. His motto
was proclaimed in Catholic churches throughout Poland. “Zydzie do Palestyna…” Send the Jews out of Poland and let them
go to Palestine. Many Jews left Poland for Palestine between
1918 and 1938. They ultimately became leaders in the Jewish
Labor party, led by David Green (Ben-Gurion) and laid the foundations for the future independent Jewish state.
As a result of my several articles published in the Warsaw
daily “Zycie Warszawa,” the editor invited me to Poland as a
guest of the Polish government. I was interviewed by several
other Polish newspapers and was twice interviewed on Polish
television with the great help of English interpreters.
On an official visit to the world famous Jagiellonian University
founded in Krakow in the year 1364, a school in which Nicholas Copernicus studied and created his art of astronomy, I
was received by His Excellency Marshall M. Klimaszewski, Vice
President of Poland and Rector of the university. He invited
me to sign the Visitor’s Register and then presented me with
an Amicus Poloniae badge of Polish honor.
Professor Estereicher, Director of the Polish Royal Treasury,
later invited me to a lunch at a Krakow Jewish café at # 30
ulica Slawakowska. It was a kosher dining center and a meeting place for Krakovian Jews supported mainly by the Jewish
community in Krakow. A light meal is served every day at
noon for a minimal cost of 10 zlotys (40 American cents).
Later I walked to the Planty, built in 1820, a magnificent public
garden which encircles the Old Town by a green belt of trees,
flowers, shrubbery and attractive potted palm trees, and sat
on a bench reading my Warsaw Jewish newspaper, “Folkstimme” or “Glos Ludu.”
Memories of 1969 Poland brought me back to the Polish Rose
in 2010. It was not a rose imported from Poland. It was, rather,
a Polish-born Jew in Great Neck named Rose. She and her
wonderful husband are long-time devoted members of the
Great Neck Synagogue,
When I came to her home she greeted me with warmth,
cordiality and hospitality as we spoke about Poland before
and after. Her memory was clear and filled with thoughts and
experiences of her former life in Poland’s ancient and magnificent capital city of Krakow.
Only recently we met in shul and she commented favorably
about the recent SCOPE articles I had written. She has been a
constant and faithful reader of articles I have written over the
years in the past 45 issues of SCOPE. She wondered why I had
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never written a book rather than only two-paged articles.
I informed her that I had in fact written a book on Israeli poetry
and literature published in 1965 with a second printing in 1967…a
book hidden on a dusty shelf in our Great Neck public library.
But she meant a book of memories of my life. She encouraged
me to write a book…a book of a life well-lived. But I have not
the energy to undertake such a project now that I am approaching my 89th birthday.
But her kind and genuinely warm words deeply touched my
heart. Something that only a Polish Rose can do. No one has
been more attracted to my articles than my late wife, a few
friends, and above all, the magnificent Polish Rose.
It is therefore, in another two-page Chanukah edition of SCOPE,
that I dedicate this article to a beautiful and loving vibrant
Polish Rose whose name is known to all who love her. May God
bless and preserve the life of Polish Rose…ROSE WEISS. Do 120
Lat. Bis hundert un tzvantzig gezunt yohren.
A Polish Rose which blossoms and thrives among all of us in
Great Neck in all its beauty and dignity. Let that Rose flourish
that its beauty may be admired by all. It is a Rose to be cherished and loved.
DZIEKUJE WSPANIALEJ KOBIECIE. PRAWDZIWA POLSKA ROZA.

Transformed
By Annie Karpenstein
Ta came home with a thin metal menorah,
a box of small colored candles. He made
the brachos, lit the candles and sang.
Latkes sizzled in the frying pan as we sat
down to a festive mid-week meal.
After dinner my father took out a dreidel
explained what the letters meant and
gave my sister and I some pennies.
He never played games with us.
Too tired after working a long day.
He showed us how to spin the dreidel.
My sister, older, more adept than I.
My spin weak. The dreidel wobbled, fell.
I didn't care about spinning or winning.
I watched my serious father transformed.
His smiling face absorbed in the game,
eyes bright, sparkling, shining with joy
playful, filled with youthful mischief.
As I look back on those times long ago
I realize how alien he must have felt
in the new world. Chanukah, a chance
to recapture his youth, recreate it for us.

Annie Karpenstein ©2021
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Youth News
By Dr. Mike Atlas and Morah Zehava Atlas

GNS

What’s happening @ GNS Youth?
This Yom Tov season was packed with youth activities! It
marked the first time in a year and half that GNS Youth was
able to host programs IN PERSON.
The season kicked off with baking apple cakes for members of
GNS Bikur Cholim. The people who received those apple cakes
for Yom Tov were so grateful!
Before Rosh Hashanah the buzz was all about Tom Wilk, the
bee keeper, who came and shared an engaging workshop
about bees and how they work together to make honey.
On Erev Sukkot, the entire parking lot was used for an amazing outdoor youth program. Three stations were set up which
included a coach leading outdoor games, a game truck and
jewelry/slime making with Ofra. There was something for
everyone and it was a success!
Other highlights from the Yom Yov season included preschool
sukkah decorating, “Guess Who” sukkah hop, bowling and
bounce trips and of course Silent DJ with Ohel!
It was so wonderful to see many people together again at
shul and we are looking forward to a year filled with programs to re-energize and reconnect!
Honey Bee Workshop

Honey Bee Workshop
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Bnei Akiva Shlichot, Shira and Liron

Parking Lot Activities on Erev Sukkot

Welcome Bnei Akiva Shlichot!
GNS Youth is SO excited to welcome our Shlichot from Bnei
Akiva, Shira and Liron. We truly feel blessed that they were
able to come this year.
Here are some facts about them:
Shira is from Petach Tikva and her hobby is yoga. She is very
excited to be here this year and cannot wait to get to know
all of you. Shira is “sure it’s going to be an amazing year and
that we are going to have a lot of fun!”
Liron is from Nehalim. Her hobbies are doing hairstyles and
makeup. She is so happy to be here and feels lucky to be
part of an amazing community. Liron “can’t wait to do a lot of
activities together on Shabbat and Yom Tov!”
We encourage you to invite Shira and Liron to your homes for
Shabbat meals!
Sign up for the meal train by going to:

Https://www.mealtrain.com/trains/z2e9yd
Some guidelines to keep in mind:
1) Mealtrain does not allow more than one sign up per day. If
anyone would like to host the shlichot for any of the second
nights of a chag, please contact Rifka directly and we will
use the site for that day’s lunch.
2) When Shabbat starts early, please limit the invitations to
locations that are close to the Great Neck Estates area.
3) Friday night hosts should be prepared to walk the shlichot
home in the dark.
4) If you are not a GNS family, please arrange to meet the
shlichot and walk home with them.
Every week confirmations and reminders will be sent to
hosts. If you have any questions, please can contact:
Rifka Levy at (516) 423-3053.
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Sukkot Decorating

Sukkot Chol Hamoed Bounce Trip
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Silent DJ and Ohel
By Tsofia Atlas
On Hoshana Rabah, GNS Youth had a Silent DJ program
and invited clients from Ohel. It was a great event!
Although there were many activities and trips for the
chagim, this one really stood out.
Being together, on Hoshana Rabah with Ohel made
it super fun and special! We had an opportunity
to meet new clients as well as those who usually
come to GNS for annual Shabbatons. The energy and
the spirit could be felt in the air! One of the clients
danced the entire time!
Due to Covid, we had not seen the clients from Ohel
in a while so it was particularly special to have them
join us in this super fun activity! Everyone who was
there knew that it was a memorable occasion and it
really touched their hearts.
Following the Silent DJ program, we ate dinner in the
sukkah and Gloria Kaylie, a long-time supporter of
the Ohel organization, (together with her late husband
Harvey Kaylie A”H), addressed us. She mentioned how
important it is that we have events with Ohel and
how everyone benefits from these interactions.
I hope when the Covid situation improves we will be
able to once again host Ohel for more shabbatonim
and spend many more happy occasions together.
Tsofia Atlas is an 8th grade student at Bais Yaakov of Queens.

Silent DJ Program With Ohel
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Great Neck Synagogue
Men’s Club
By Mark Friedman, President

GNS
Men’s Club
activities throughout the upcoming year. It is the Men’s Club
members that make all this possible.
We encourage you to join our membership for $36 first time
members, $54 regular membership and $540 lifetime membership
to help bring these events to the entire Great Neck Synagogue
community.
In closing, I would like to thank the GNS Men’s Club Board
members for their dedication and time:

WE ARE BACK!
After a long and winding road, the GNS Men’s Club is back at full
force. The Men’s Club is here for all the members of the Great
Neck Synagogue, and as supporters we donated to the GNS Yom
Kippur Appeal, as well as, many programs that the synagogue
offers. We have helped fund and support the Mikvah Fund, the
Eiruv Fund, the Pass It Forward Fund and many other funds over
the years.

Jason Mayer, Vice President;
Hilly Milun, Treasurer;
Steve Blumner,
Dr. Paul Brody,
Jim Frisch,
Dr. Robert Knepper,
Michael Kohler,
Jack Lipsky,
Fred Pomerantz,
David Rein,
Joe Rosenthal,
Fred Shaw,
and Jerry Siegelman.
With best wishes for a Happy Chanukah!

I would be remiss if I did not give you a brief review of events
since the last edition of SCOPE. The Men’s Club held the following annual events, some via Zoom and some live. The fishing
trip (sold out as always) was amazing in several ways. First
off, we left the dock at 7:30 a.m. and had a 45-minute ride to
the fishing grounds south of Jones Beach. On the ride out a full
buffet breakfast was enjoyed by all the participants. As soon
as we started to fish, the fish were flying over the rails. At the
end of the day there were over 400 fish caught. The Defensive
Driving Class (full limit of 20 participants) was completed and all
that attended received a 10% discount on their insurance. Two
Blood Drives were very successful during the year and a record
number of blood was collected (thanks to David Rein and Michael
Kohler). The Israel Bond Drive and Rabbinic Dialogue were also
very successful and enjoyed by many people.
Our lectures included guest speaker Rabbi Evan Hoffman and
General Avivi. On several Shabbosim take-home kiddish bags
were sponsored by the Men’s Club. Throughout the year, as
always, the Men’s Club provided kiddush cups for the
bnai mitzvah (delivered by Steve Blumner).
We look forward to continuing to bring you an exciting array
of programming, live and in person, in the coming year. We are
planning a bowling night, a softball game and barbeque, a
night at Cue Billiards in Bayside and other fun and interesting
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We encourage you to join our
membership... to help bring
these events to the entire
Great Neck Synagogue community.
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My Chanukah Miracle!
By Sharona Abraham
It was Fall 2003. I was invited to my first ever challah
demonstration in Queens, New York. While conversing with a
friend, a woman standing near us overheard our conversation.
To this day, I don’t recall who the woman was, nor did anyone
I knew who attended that evening remember. Therefore, I will
call her an “Angel!”
The “Angel” overheard that I had been having difficulty
conceiving a baby for seven years. Baruch Hashem, I already
had a son and daughter, however, I yearned for a third child.
With my two previous pregnancies, everything went well from
beginning to end. As a matter of fact, I delivered both babies
within a couple of days of their due dates.
The “Angel” continued by asking if it was ok with me to add
my name to a “Challah for Segula” list. I had no idea what she
was talking about and she further explained that a group of 43
women (4+3: The world was created in seven days and shabbat
is ON the seventh day) would be making “hafrasha” separately,
in their own homes within a 24-hour period, dedicating the
hafrasha in my name only, Sharona bat Adina. This “Angel”
wholeheartedly guaranteed that I would get pregnant within the
next year!
Of course, I was a bit skeptical at first, but keep in mind that I
did everything and anything any Rabbi or doctor would tell me
to try. There was nothing to lose…just a great gain of brachot in
my name!

and the staff perplexed. By the look on their faces something
was wrong. Immediately, I was sent for “further testing” at a
diagnostic radiology office to have more in-depth testing.
There I was with the sonographer answering her questions
and telling her that I miscarried just two weeks earlier. As the
transducer was rolling over my abdomen, the sonographer, with
a huge smile on her face, directed me to look on her screen.
What I witnessed was truly incredible. I was told that there is
a heartbeat coming from a fetus. “What? How?” I was in total
shock! This time I was crying tears of joy.
From that day forward, I took it upon myself to bake challah
almost every single week while continuing to recite Tehillim and
pray for the baby to make it to full term.
Fast forward eight months later, I was three weeks early when
I delivered a beautiful, healthy baby girl, born on Erev Chanukah.
We all know that Chanukah is known as the holiday of miracles.
To me, this was a direct message from Hashem telling me, “You
asked me for a miracle, well, here she is!”
Throughout my pregnancy, I recited Tehillim as it gave me
great comfort, strength and emunah that it should be a healthy
pregnancy. I chose the name ‘Tehila’ from the word ‘Tehillim’
to express my gratitude to Hashem for giving me my own true
miracle! Thank you Hashem!
The scientific explanation of the “miscarriage” was a mishap
on behalf of Quest Laboratory. Apparently, my paperwork was
mixed up with another patient who was told that she was
pregnant when in fact she was not.
You decide…could it really have been a mishap or was it
Hashem’s will? My question was answered on Erev Chanukah.

Amazingly, just three months later I found out I was pregnant.
About six weeks into my pregnancy, I experienced some
complication that required an immediate visit to Quest
Laboratory for a blood test. The next morning, my doctor who
many of you know, long time GNS member Dr. Raymond Sandler,
called to give me the devastating news that my hormonal count
decreased and I lost the pregnancy. I was truly heartbroken.
Rivers of tears streamed down my face as I miraculously made
it home. As soon as I did, I quickly picked up my Tehillim book
and started pleading to Hashem, “Please Hashem, I’m begging
you to stick it back inside of me! I’m begging You…PLEASE”! Just
like the Niagara Falls, my tears flowed continuously as I begged
Hashem for a personal miracle. “Please Hashem, You have given
us (the Jewish people) so many miracles, You are the Only One
who can make it happen, please grant me a miracle!”
From that moment on, I recited a few chapters of Tehillim
daily and cried almost every day. About two weeks later, I
experienced severe pain in my abdomen. My emergency visit
to Dr. Sandler’s office resulted in several tests that left him
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Thank you to Hashem’s shaliach,
Dr. Raymond Sandler, for your love
and support.

My family and I were fortunate to have
had Rabbi Dale and Ellen Polakoff visit
us in the hospital.

The Chanukah Bus Menorah
reminding us of our Erev
Chanukah miracle.

What is Sharona’s Dough to Go?
Serving the Great Neck community for over 15 years, Sharona’s passion
for challah baking began when she introduced her challah mentor, Mrs.
Devorah Heller from Brooklyn, New York, to our Great Neck community.
The GNS Sisterhood had a challah baking event chaired by Sharona
Abraham and Susan Sheena. To make challah baking a more expeditious
experience, a “Magic Mill” mixer was raffled off at the event.
Having bought a substantial amount of raffles, Sharona vowed to
teach others how to bake challah if she won the mixer. Rebbetzin
Ellen Polakoff had the honor of picking out the winning raffle…” And the
winner is Sharona Abraham.”
Since her win, Sharona held countless private and public classes in
honor or in memory of a loved one, fundraising events, bat mitzvahs,
bridal showers and other social gatherings.
Selling her challah dough happened by accident. Many women,
especially working moms, inquired about buying her dough as they
either did not have the time to prepare, are non-bakers, or simply did
not want the mess in their kitchen. And so, ‘Sharona’s Dough to Go’
was born! Her batches consist of a 5lb bag of flour (more than enough
to perform the mitzvah of hafrasha). One batch yields 6-8 challahs
depending upon how it is divided.
Today, you can bring in that special aroma and essence of shabbat with
fresh home baked challahs that YOU bake for your family. All you do is
make the bracha, braid, and bake! Sharona’s Challah to Go consist of
customized and special shapes such as the ones below.
Follow @Sharonas_dough_to_go on Instagram to get a full glimpse of
Sharona’s products.
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Shining Inward and Out: A
Women’s Tefillah Group
By Bracha Hedaya-Dayani
Chanukah is an unusual holiday in that it involves an element of
publicity or “pirsum hanes.” It is unlike the lighting of Shabbat
candles, where the focus of the mitzvah is the outcome of the
act - the house being filled with light on Friday night.1 Rather, it
is the act of lighting the candles itself that is the focus of the
Chanukah ceremony.
This focus on the lighting itself is highlighted in the Hanukah
lighting ceremony in which we recite the words of “hanerot halalu,” which states, “We are not permitted to use the [candles],
but only to look at them, in order to give thanks and praise to
the Great God for God’s miracles, wonders and salvation.” In
other words, we are reminded that Hanukah candles are not
to be used for any practical needs. Their purpose is only to
inspire wonder and contemplation of the greatness of God.
On Hanukah, the candles are part of the obligation of “pirsumei
nisa,” publicizing the miracle of Hanukah, which can only be
fulfilled if one makes clear that one is not using the candles for
any utilitarian purposes.
Futhermore, the rules regarding the placement of the menorah
make clear that the focus of the mitzvah is that the light will
shine outward for all those who pass by to see and be stirred to
ponder the miracles and greatness of God, fulfilling the obligation of “pirsumei nisa,” the publicizing of the miracle.
In an article entitled, Shining Outward: The Lights of Hanukah,2
Julie Leiber had suggested that:
“[O]n Hanukah, by shifting our focus to the act of creating
sparks of light, we get a glimpse into the world of divine inspiration and miracles; we take our built up inner
strength of Shabbat and dare to situate ourselves in new
places, at the borders. It is there that we can best inspire
ourselves and others to fulfill the mitzvah of pirsumei
nisa, appreciating the greatness of God and God’s miracles. It is through the publicizing of the miracle of lights
that we engage in a relationship with the world and
invite them to join us in celebrating God’s miracles.”
I would like to call attention to a group of women who situated
themselves in “new places” by forming the Women’s Tefillah
Group in Great Neck, and then brought that group under the
auspices of the esteemed Great Neck Synagogue. These women included Helen Ishofsky, Joan Katz, Nechama Liss-Levinson,

Diane Romme, and Harriet Schimmel. I interviewed Nechama
Liss-Levinson for this article and asked her what the primary
objectives were in forming the Women’s Tefillah Group. Her
answers were very telling. She said,
“Our primary objectives in forming the Women’s Tefillah
Group was to offer more opportunities to women - particularly for certain developmental milestones - for
expressing and experiencing joy, gratitude, and, at times,
sadness, within Judaism. We also sought to empower
women in their practice of Judaism, to help them learn
new skills such as leading a service, reading from the
Torah and being an active participant in ritual.”
When Nechama was preparing to move away, members of
the Women’s Tefillah Group gathered to wish her farewell and
many spoke poignantly about how the Women’s Tefillah Group
has, in fact, affected them. Their words echoed the themes
that Julie Lieber suggested would take effect if one focuses
their attention outward. These are their words,

The Women’s Tefillah Group has enabled many deeply significant religious and personal experiences for me. I think of the
time that my daughter-in-law delivered a Dvar Torah at her
Shabbat Kallah. I also had the opportunity to celebrate my
granddaughter’s Bat Mitzvah and hear my daughter address
her own daughter in honor of that occasion.
One of the characteristics of the Women’s Tefillah Group that
I have always found to be most striking is the quiet intimacy
that suffuses the room. Perhaps it is the opportunity that is
created to connect to what you are doing in a different way or
perhaps it is a result of the opportunity to do new things, or
both. It allows for a new and completely different relationship
with yourself and with Hashem. I recall the moment when I
first became cognizant of the physical qualities of the Torah
scrolls. As I read the Torah for the first time, I noticed that the
klaf upon which it is written is both translucent and solid. It
was beautiful and I was only able to appreciate it because
of the unique intimacy that the Women’s Tefillah Group had
created.
				Joan Katz
The Women’s Tefillah Group has always been a place to share
personal moments, both happy and sad.
I joined the Women’s Tefillah Group when I first moved to Great
Neck. I had met Harriet Schimmel through work that we were
both doing, independently, on behalf of the Israeli Consulate in
New York City and she brought me to my first meeting. At that
time, meetings took place in members’ homes. It was always
very intimate, warm and friendly and was the perfect way,
besides a party, to celebrate a bat mitzvah. Stephanie layned
the Torah in our backyard, surrounded by family, friends from
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school and the Women’s Tefillah Group, with male guests in
our family room, separated by a screen door.
At a sadder time, after the Women’s Tefillah Group was invited
to be a part of Great Neck Synagogue, I had the opportunity to
speak publicly about my father’s life, his sudden passing and
the life lessons that he imparted.
In these ways, the Women’s Tefillah Group gave me a place
to share very personal family events with the community in a
participatory way that was special and meaningful.
				
				Sydelle Knepper
I grew up at Women’s Tefillah. My birth was celebrated with
the group through a simchat bat, shortly after my parents
moved to Great Neck. I celebrated my bat mitzvah in the Beit
Midrash, having learned my parsha from Linda Ossip Mandelbaum. As an adult, I moderated a panel of 20-something female
travelers who explored their Jewish identities at the group’s
Shabbat mincha program.

1 The

Hazon Ish, (Rabbi Avraham Karelitz), Hilchot Temidin
U’Musafin, Chapter 3: halakha 12. Noting that [T]he essence of
the mitzvah is that there should be light and even if a monkey
lights the candle it is kosher.
2 Available at https://www.jofa.org/shema-bekolah-hanukkah

One of the characteristics of the
Women’s Tefillah Group that I have
always found to be most striking is
the quiet intimacy that
suffuses the room.

There was always a place for my voice and my energy at Women’s Megilla reading and Simchat Torah hakafot. All of this was
made possible by the indefatigable Nechama Liss-Levinson!
She is a true leader, providing davening, leadership, spiritual,
and volunteer opportunities to those around her. I was sad
that, due to the pandemic, I could not celebrate my son’s first
Purim with my mother and her lifelong Women’s Tefilla friends.
And yet, as Nechama moves on to be near her family in D.C., I
know that Women’s Tefillah is much more than a physical place
and that I will always carry with me the wonderful memories, as
well as the empowerment of women’s communal prayer.
					
				Naomi Barth
The Women’s Tefillah of GNS owes a debt of gratitude to the
following people:
To Rabbi Polakoff for allowing the Women’s Tefillah to become a
part of the Great Neck Synagogue, making the leap from meeting
in members’ homes to meeting in the beautiful Beit Midrash.
To Rabbi Lichter for his invariably good-natured and invaluable
assistance.
To founding member Nechama Liss-Levinson, not only for her
organizational skills and boundless enthusiasm, but also for
her high level of spirituality and intellect which gave the
Women’s Tefillah its unique character.
Many have celebrated Purim, Simchat Torah, Smachot Bat,
Smachot Kallah, Special Birthdays and Bat Mitzvahs with us over
the years. To continue the tradition, we gladly welcome women
and girls of all ages, backgrounds and traditions to attend.
				Celia Lemonik
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What if Hashem Did Not
Command Noah to Take All
the Animals Aboard the Ark?
By Robyn Blumner

And Hashem said to Noah, “and from each
animal according to its kind, two of each
shall come to you to keep alive.”
Some people question if animals have a neshama (a soul) or
not? Ask six different authorities and you may receive six
different responses. However, ask an animal lover if they have
a soul, personality or a purpose, I guarantee that their answer
would be a resounding positive one!
My father began breeding horses at an upstate farm which
helped shape my passion for animals. My brother Jay and I
used to be fascinated seeing the pregnant horses become
mares to these exquisite colts. They would stand up upon
their birth and their mothers were nurturing them immediately - what a sight! The other players on the farm team were
dogs, cats, chickens, etc. One dog in particular, an Australian
cattle dog, named Congress was trained by the owners of the
farm, Charlie and Marian. This couple were the “salt of the
earth” and knew everything about animals and their needs.
Jay, my father and I loved them because of their warmth and
kindness. Charlie would say to Congress, get Fulla Chase from
the barn (one of the horses) and sure enough, that dog opened
up Fulla Chase’s barn door and brought him out to the training
area and exercised with him. It was truly awesome!
Recently equine therapy has brought to the fore a wonderful
way to treat people on the autistic spectrum. The horse picks
the person and the organizers have found that the horse
dipping its head onto the child serves as the initial bond
between horse and child. Benefits of the program include but
are not limited to, the person’s tactile senses being stimulated
e.g. fuzzy skin, soft nose, rough mane and tail. Motor skills of
children are developed as they learn to ride the horses and
of course this sets up social interaction between the horse,
ranchers and teachers. It is a safe environment and the teachers stay close to the child as they are learning.
The Bide-A-Wee association has been bringing animals to
nursing homes for decades. When I worked in nursing homes,
I arranged with Bide-A-Wee to visit the residents on a
bi-monthly basis. The residents, it seemed, woke up into a
dream of happiness and joy. They spoke about this happy
experience for days until the animals would re-visit. The
animals are actually trained to do this work and only “lap” dogs
and the oldest cats are utilized for this amazing service.
Presently there is a program in the U.S. known as Service Animals. The animals do not have to be trained in any way to be

Noah’s Ark, Andy Allen ©2021

utilized for emotional reasons. However, for the person they
are serving, a doctor’s note is required to help a person cope
with anxiety, depression, panic attacks, PTSD, or any other
emotional or psychological condition. It is valid in all fifty states
and one needs to apply for a special certificate to allow bringing
the service animal with you anywhere including airlines.
Bringing a pet into one’s life is a great joy but losing one can
be the worst tragedy. There are many groups designed to cope
with this difficult process. One online group is PetLoss Partners,
each therapy group lasts an hour and a half and really pinpoint
feelings and answers questions related to bereavement about
your pet. It is a sharing experience to take you through this
very difficult moment that was inevitable.
We as humans are the only beings that communicate through
speaking, however animals communicate through non-verbal
means and impart so much kindness, emotional support,
happiness, affection, devotion, friendship, loyalty, bonding,
and above all love.
May the light of the menorah give us that same love,
The Blumner family
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Rabbi Dale Polakoff, Chazzan Shloime Dachs with a few past presidents!
Joey Hecht, Rabbi Dale Polakoff, Chazzan Shloime Dachs, Stanley Fischer, Mark Bunim and Dr. Hal Chadow
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Making Strides
Against Breast Cancer Walk
®

Team GNS/Team Shoshana/Team Sharsheret led by Rebbetzin Ellen Polakoff
participated in the ACS Making Strides Against Breast Cancer Walk
on Sunday, October 17th at Jones Beach with thousands of others coming together for this
breast cancer fundraising and awareness event.
For more information about Sharsheret, please contact Galit Reichlin, Director of Development

or visit www.sharsheret.org.
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH FROM GNS BIKUR CHOLIM,
GNS CONNECTIONS AND GNS YOUTH DEPARTMENT!
Thank you very much for the overwhelming and generous support of the following
volunteers (listed in ABC order) who baked approximately 80 challahs, as well as some
cakes, and cookies and/or delivered them to the ill, homebound and elderly members of
Great Neck Synagogue before Rosh Hashanah to wish them a Shana Tova and let them
know our shul is thinking of them and continues to be connected to them.
There were approximately 50 recipients who felt the outpouring of love and good wishes
from our shul! Special thank you to GNS Sisterhood (Vivian Kron and Judy Lillien) for their
strong support, Leah Reichlin for the beautiful original illustration she created for the cards.
Thank you also to Mark Twersky and Jimmy Frisch for their assistance. Thank you very much
to Rabbi Polakoff and Rabbi LIchter for their guidance and strong support.

Sharona Abraham
Sharon Ahdut
Laura Ahdut
Sarah Ahdut
Zehava Atlas
Sara Feldschreiber
Robyn Gelberg
Devorah Hanfling
Joey Hecht
Amy Kalter
Hedva Kessler
Dahlia Klein
Tami Kramer
Vivian Kron
Michelle Leybovich
Katie Lichter
Tova Marmer
Annie Mendelson
Ellen Polakoff
Jessica Shusterman
Jessica Smooha
Sara Wilson
Michelle Yehaskel
Shoshana Werber
Zehava Atlas

Rachel Brecher

Diane Rein

GNS Youth Department
Director

GNS Connections
Chair

GNS Bikur Cholim
Chair
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Wishing all my Clients,
Musicians & Friends

A HAPPY
CHANUKAH!
orchestra

&

WEDDINGS
DINNERS
BAR MITZVAHS
DJ’S

singers

EVENT
PLANNING
SHABBOS
ACCAPELLA
SINGERS

SHLOIMEDACHS.COM | 917.295.3607
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Of Dreidels (Svivonim),
Gelt (Kesef) and Latkes (Sufganiyot)
By Esor Ben-Sorek, Ph.D.
Chanukah is a fascinating festival, particularly for children. How
fortunate they are to play “spin the top,” happy to receive small
coins and munch on delicious jelly donuts. Well, at least this is
the Israeli custom.
In the diaspora, dreidel spinning is a simple game. The most
important of the four letters is “Nun” for it refers to the “nes,”
the miracle of Chanukah. On Israeli dreidels (svivonim) the letter
“shin” is missing and is replaced with the letter “pay.” The miracle did not happen “sham” (there) but happened “po” (here).
And as for jelly donuts which surpass those of Dunkin’ Donuts,
they opt for fried potato pancakes with apple sauce or sour
cream, depending upon a dairy or a meat meal.
But for Jews, Chanukah is a special opportunity to recall the
dedication of the polluted Holy Temple in Jerusalem in the year
166 BCE.
Alexander the Great, the Macedonian conqueror of most of the
world, had died and his empire was divided between two of his
faithful generals, Ptolemy and Seleucus. Ptolemy ruled the land
of Egypt and its surroundings while Seleucus ruled Syria and the
lands adjacent to it which included Israel.
From 169 BCE to 166 BCE, Antiochus Epiphanes (the great), whom
the Jews called Epimanes (the madman) sat on the Syrian
throne. It was his sole desire to Hellenize the lands over which
he ruled, bringing Greek culture and customs in an effort to
unify his empire. If all peoples could speak Greek, dress like the
Greeks, eat like the Greeks, there would be a total unity of the
various nations which he ruled.
The Jews of Judea, at least a majority of them, did not object
to speaking Greek, dressing like Greeks and following Greek
customs. No more so, for example, than American Jews who
speak English as do the Gentiles, dress in modern garb as do the
Gentiles, and celebrate American secular holidays like Thanksgiving as the Gentiles do.
Rebellion began only when Antiochus compelled the Jews to
worship the Greek god Zeus and to offer pagan sacrifices to the
gods. He outlawed circumcision, kosher food, and observance of
Saturday as Shabbat upon pain of death.
It was this forced desecration of Jewish religious life that gave

rise to the war against Hellenism, led by the priest Matityahu
of Modin and his sons. Upon his death he was succeeded by
his son Judah the Hasmonean who, after a long battle, routed
the Greeks out of Judea, cleansed the destroyed tabernacle and
altars of the Holy Temple, and declared an eight day festival of
re-dedication (Chanukah).
The eight day festival was not attributed to a legend of a
miraculous cruse of pure oil, sufficient to last one day but
lasted for eight days. It was chosen because during the previous eight day festival of Sukkot the Jews had been unable to
worship in the Temple. Chanukah therefore became Sukkot for
eight days in 165 BCE.
It is interesting to note that of the 24 books in our Jewish Bible,
there is absolutely no mention of Chanukah. The early rabbis objected to the Maccabean rule. Chanukah is the only holiday never
mentioned in Jewish religious literature.
The Talmud speaks of it in only two small words “Ma Chanukah?”
What is Chanukah?
Had it not been for the Maccabean victory over Antiochus and
Hellenism, we Jews today might be Greek speakers rather than
speakers of Hebrew.
Chanukah, however, is described in lengthy detail in the two
volumes of the Book of Maccabees found in the 14 books of the
Apocrypha, the books which the rabbis who edited the Bible in
Yavneh (Jamnia) in 70 CE chose to exclude from the Hebrew Bible
(Tanach). It is written in Greek and was favored by the Hellenistic Greek speaking Jewish community of Alexandria.
Chanukah was the first battle ever fought anywhere in the world
only for the purpose of religious freedom. Before and after, wars
had been fought for power, for land, for wealth and
for empire-building. Not so
Chanukah. The Jews were comfortable speaking
and dressing like Greeks. It was only when the
Jewish religion was in danger of being
eliminated did the Jews rise
up to defend our holy
Torah and its laws.
Dreidels, gelt and
latkes put a happy
memorial to a
great historic
event. Candles
glow in the
menorahs
(chanukiot)
for each of
the eight
nights. We
place them in
the window
to proclaim our
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victory to all the world. By doing so we are fulfilling the real
meaning of Chanukah. It is a re-dedication of our lives to the
sacred truths of our ancient yet modern faith in One God.
How else can we re-dedicate our lives? For me it is by frequently studying the two thousand year history of the Jewish people
and by putting myself as an individual into the battlegrounds
and historic moments of that history.

Time for this old man to read more than to write.
Chag samayach to all the wonderful members of our beloved Great Neck Synagogue.
May the Chanukah lights bring joy into your lives. Briyut
tovah l’koolchem. Good health to all.

I ask myself, “would I willingly have walked into the depths of
the Sea of Reeds? Would I have accepted the promise of Moses
that the waters would part and I could walk safely into the sea?”

Dreidels, gelt and latkes put
a happy memorial to a great
historic event.

And in the forty years of wandering in the desert, “would I have
been among those who revolted against the dry manna and lack
of water? Would I have been among those who lashed out at Moses with memories of the delicacies we ate in Egypt…the leeks
and onions, the fruits and the tasty melons?”
And when Moses had vanished long days and nights to receive
God’s commandments on stone tablets from a distant mount,
would I have been among those who lost faith and who began to
worship an image of a calf made of molten gold?
These questions have always troubled me. Where does faith and
belief begin and where does it end?
That is where Chanukah comes in with all of its strength. It
comes to remind us of our past and demands of us a re-dedication to the faith and teachings of our sacred Torah even though
Chanukah is nowhere mentioned in that Torah.
It demands us of the strength to live our Jewish lives based not
upon written words alone but significantly by the teachings of
our wise men and sages, our rabbis and scholars, whose lives
have been dedicated to the re-dedication of the Jewish people.
Think of it when spinning a dreidel with your young children.
What was the meaning of the dreidel? Think of it when munching
on potato latkes fried in oil or if, like me, sufganiyot (jelly-filled
donuts) if you happen to be Israeli. What does the oil tell us?
There is so much to be learned from the Maccabean history and
of Jewish lives while living under Greek domination.

The last Chanukah between me and my beloved Rahel, the light of my life, 2015.

That is why our rabbis re-assured us that Chanukah brings to us
“ora v’simcha b’chag ha-urim…” light and gladness on the festival
of lights.
Candles, gelt, dreidels, latkes, or sufganiyot are visible reminders
of the need to constantly re-dedicate ourselves to the ancient
past while living in the modern present.
This 46th edition of SCOPE may be the last for me to share
thoughts with you. I’m growing more tired as I am fast approaching my 89th year and I have written all the things I
wanted to share.
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Praying For Long Overdue 'Pidyon Shevuyim'
Dr. Paul Brody (at left), and Dr. Joe Frager (at right) organized a Jubilee commemoration of the 50th
anniversary of the 6-Day War and Re-Unification of Yerushalayim, in May 2017, at the Leonardo Plaza Hotel
in Jerusalem, shown with the parents of murdered Lt. Hadar Goldin HY”D, Drs. Leah and Simcha Goldin, and
Gov. Mike Huckabee (2nd from left). They arranged for the Goldins to confer with many Knesset members
and Ministers, Rabbi Slomo Amar, the Chief Rabbi of Yerushalayim, and then U.S. Ambassador David
Friedman. A small group of those Israeli Ministers and U.S. activists later met privately with the longsuffering parents, whose son’s body is still being held by Hamas, to formulate a strategy for his release.
The group (counter-clockwise) included then Education Minister and Minister of Diaspora Affairs, Naftali
Bennett, activists Ken Abramowitz, Dr. Paul Brody, Dr. Joseph Frager, Gov. Mike Huckabee, Arutz Sheva’s
Director Rebbitzen Shulamit Melamed, and then Minister of Justice, Ayelet Shaked. Let us pray that this
long overdue release will finally occur as part of the current cease-fire negotiations, hopefully having
occurred by the time you read this!
Photo credit: Itzig Nissim

Simchat Bat
Dr. Paul and Drora Brody and the Brody Bunch recently celebrated the birth of their first granddaughter,
Abigail Bella, named after Paul’s mother z”l, born to their children Liat and Jesse Rutta of Englewood on
Rosh Chodesh Elul. (L-R) Saba Paul, Liat holding cousin Avery, Savta Drora holding newborn Abigail Bella,
Jesse holding cousin Aiden, Uncle Joey.

Liat hugging her beloved Bubby Bea z”l, baby Abigail Bella’s namesake,
at her 80th birthday celebration in 2009.
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Gluten-Free Salmon
Thanks to Hot and Chantzy
Submitted by Rebbetzin Ellen Polakoff

Salmon
Lemon Juice
Coconut Aminos* or soy sauce
Lemon Pepper
Everything but the Bagel seasoning

Rebbetzins’ Recipe Corner

Clean salmon, pat dry and put into parchment lined pan.
Squeeze some lemon juice on it. Sprinkle coconut aminos
then lemon pepper and Everything but the Bagel seasoning.
Bake at 400 degrees for 10-12 minutes for small piece or
15-20 minutes for a large piece.
*Coconut Aminos are a soy free alternative to soy sauce

Sufganiyot, Andy Allen ©2021

Happy Chanukah!
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Salmon Teriyaki

Cottage Cheese Casserole

Submitted by Rebbetzin Katie Lichter

Submitted by Rebbetzin Katie Lichter

1/3 cup soy sauce
1/3 cup oil
1/4 cup rice vinegar
1/4 cup white cooking wine
2 cloves garlic
1 tablespoon ginger
1 tablespoon sugar
1-1/2 pounds of salmon.

1 box pasta
1 lb sour cream
1 lb cottage cheese
1/2 cup sugar
2 eggs
Cinnamon
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Cook noodles following cooking
directions on the box. Drain. Place noodles into a bowl or
directly into a 9x13 baking dish. Add sour cream, cottage
cheese, sugar, and eggs. Mix well. Pour into 9x13 baking dish,
if you haven’t done so already. Sprinkle with cinnamon.
Bake uncovered for 30 minutes. Enjoy!

Photograph, Andy Allen ©2020

Photograph, browneyedbaker

Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Mix all the ingredients together
and pour over salon. Bake for 30 minutes. Enjoy!
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The Laws of Chanukah
It is obligatory to light candles, and one should even borrow money to fulfill this mitzvah. If a poor person
needs money for Chanukah candles the community is obligated to provide for him.
The minimum obligation is that every household should have one candle burning every night. It is customary
to be scrupulous regarding this mitzvah: to have one candle on the first night and to add an additional candle
every successive night (2-8), and for everyone in the house to light as well.
Any type of oil is acceptable for use in the menorah, however, it is best to use olive oil. The oil should not be
made of a forbidden substance, nor should it be something from which it is forbidden to derive benefit.
The menorah should be similar to the menorah in the Temple and hence most authorities forbid using electric
lights or gas lamps. The light should be clear, and the wicks should not flicker.
It is correct to have a menorah of glass or metal if one is lighting with oil, since other substances such as clay
become disgusting after one use. If one can afford it, it is correct to buy a beautiful menorah.
If a number of people are lighting in one household they should make a slight separation between their menorahs so that there is no confusion to the observer as to the number of candles.
Ideally, the menorah should be placed outside the house to the left of the entrance. Since anti-Semitism was
so common throughout Jewish history it became customary among many communities to place the menorah
inside the house, near the entrance or on the table. In many families it is the custom to place the menorah in
a window facing the public, especially where many people share one entrance (e.g., apartment.)
Wax candles are also acceptable, providing they have a single wick.
All wicks are acceptable, but it is best to use cotton. The same wicks may be used over and over again.
The menorah should be no lower than three tfachim from the floor (approx. 10.5 inches) and should be no
higher than 20 amot from ground level (35.5 ft). Ideally, it should be about 10 tfachim high (35 inches).
The menorah should have all the candles or wicks on the same level, none higher or lower than the others.
It is customary to have an additional candle (the shamash) with which to light the other candles
and in order to use its light. The shamash should be placed in a way that shows that it is not one
of the Chanukah candles.
It is forbidden to derive benefit from the light of the menorah just as it was forbidden to derive
benefit from the menorah in the Temple, and also in order to show that the purpose of the menorah is for a mitzvah, not just for illumination.
It is preferable to have the candles in a straight line, and not in a semi-circle, however it is permitted to have them in a semi-circle providing each candle is clearly separated from the others.
It is prohibited to light the shamash from the Chanukah candles.
Left over wicks and oils should be destroyed after Chanukah (except for unused oil left in bottle)
since they may not be used for anything else. One should not store the used wicks and oil for
the next year, since there is a probability that it will be used for profane purposes by accident.
There are different customs as to the lighting of the menorah. Some light at sunset. Some light
about ten minutes after sunset and some light 1/2 hour after. Some specifically light after maariv
is recited. Ideally a person should follow the custom of his family. If this is not known or is inapplicable for any reason, one should follow the custom of the local community.
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It is obligatory to put in enough oil, or a long enough candle to burn for at least 1/2 hour after nightfall (i.e. the
appearance of three medium size stars).
In exceptional circumstances one may light one and a quarter hours before sunset with a blessing. (However
one should be careful to put in more oil or to use longer candles). If possible it is better to appoint an agent
to light candles at the correct time, than to light early.
If one forgot or was not able to light at the correct time, one may light as long as people are still awake in the
house in which one is lighting.
One should prepare the wicks and candles etc. before maariv (if you light after) or well before the time of
lighting in order to light the menorah at the correct time.
It is best to light in the presence of many people in order to publicize the miracle.
On the first night three brachot (blessings), are recited. “Lehadlik ner shel Chanukah,” “She asa nissim” and
“Shehecheyanu.” On the other nights only the first two blessings are said.
All the blessings should be recited before actually lighting the candles. First light the shamash before the
blessings to avoid delay. It is forbidden to speak between the recitation of the blessings and the completion
of candle lighting.
“HaNarot Hallalu” is recited either during or after the lighting of the additional candles. “Maoz tsur” is then
sung.
Place the first candle on the extreme right of the menorah. On the second night add a candle to the left of
the previous one. Light the newest candle first and proceed to the right.
There are different customs regarding the placement of the candles, some follow the right and left of the
observer from outside, some follow the right and left of the person lighting inside. One does not add candles
if he forgot to light on any night.
The menorah should not be moved after it has been lit.
If the menorah was lit in accordance with the requirements of Jewish law and it was extinguished, one is not
obligated to relight it, but one may relight it without reciting a blessing.
If the menorah was not lit properly in the first place, or was lit in a windy place and blew out, then
one is obligated to relight if it went out within 1/2 hour after nightfall.
On Friday afternoon, the Chanukah candles should be lit before the Shabbat candle-lighting time
(if one accepted Shabbat early, it is forbidden to light Chanukah candles). Mincha should be said
before lighting, if possible.
Remember to put in more oil or bigger candles on Friday, so that they burn 1/2 hour after nightfall. Try to light just before the Shabbat candles, (without of course delaying the lighting of the
Shabbat candles.)
After Shabbat, in Shul, one should first light Chanukah candles and then recite havdalah. At home,
most have the custom of saying havdalah first and then lighting Chanukah candles. One may not
use the menorah as the candle for havdalah.
If one is a guest at someone’s house (and staying there), one should give the owner a small
amount of money to buy a portion in their candles and one may fulfill the obligation through the
owner. Alternatively the guest may light his own menorah.
If one is eating out, then one should light the menorah at his place of residence.

•
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Rosh Hashanah issue cover photograph by Andy Allen ©2021
Last issue’s cover is inspired by a childhood song which runs
through my head each Rosh Hashanah: “apples dipped in honey...
for a sweet New Year..!”
I enjoyed the challenge of creating the impression of cut apples
falling in mid-air, with the glowing honey jar and crystal bowl at
the ready. Perhaps you can figure how I did it “in-camera?”
Answer:
It was done by “sewing” transparent monofilament (fishing line)
through the apple segments and suspending with an armature
(out of the camera view). Properly angled lighting, now the
monofilament disappears!

Cover illustration by Andy Allen ©2021
Our cover illustration this issue is inspired by a childhood toy.
Drawing for me has always been a miraculous “gift” from Hashem.
I love giving people a smile through a pen and ink, a watercolor or
a photograph!
The colorful spirals, for me, represent the spinning bodies of the
universe. And of course...the GNS logo floating among the spirals!
The spiritual flames of light brightening our unique world.
G-d created light first; we were never supposed to be in total
darkness or a void.
Do email me with your feedback:
andydrewdesign@gmail.com
May your table be bright from the glow of the hanukiah,
Andy & Ellen
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ILLUSTRATION
Andy Allen

917 576 0383

|

drewdesign.net

A JACK NICKLAUS FAMILY OWNED COMPANY

uth?
...thinking of a home in the So

South Carolina
Ellen Allen

Realtor - SRES, CBR
91 Broad Street, Suite A
Charleston, SC 29401
Mobile: 843.560-9160
Email: Ellen.allen@nvrealtygroup.com

Animal Medicine and Surgery
of Little Neck
Dr. Edward Parver

Veterinarian
47-41 Little Neck Parkway
Little Neck, N.Y. 11362
Office Hours By Appointment
House Calls
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Telephone (718) 423-5038
Fax (718) 423-5830

Happenings
––

C is for COOKBOOK
We are COLLECTING
RECIPES!
Meat, Dairy, Vegan,
Gluten Free, Keto,
Sugar-Free, Low Fat,
Low Salt etc.
Dedications, photos,
and anecdotal stories
welcome!
Submit to:

Cookbook@gns.org

POP-UP CHANUKAH
SHOP at GNS
Want to help?
Sales, Pre-Orders, Details?
Email: BOUTIQUE@GNS.ORG

P is for PURIM
Purim is March 17!!
• Purim cards
• Costume Collection

• Mishloach Manot
packages: WE WILL MAIL
THEM FOR YOU! College
Students, Family,
Friends...

GNS CONNECT

V is for Volunteering

Corona has wreaked havoc
on our lives and shul
community. Many new
members don't even know
each other!

Help us plan and run events

Ladies Night Out was a
fantastic event. There will
be many more meet and
greets!
Feeling Disconnected? GNS
Connects will introduce you
and connect you call/text:
Rachel 516-445-6407
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• Paint night
• Mother-daughter art
class
• Soul cycle with Tami
Kramer
• Women’s health series.
Interested in a different
type of event
Suggest It, Host It,
Plan It!
Email: volunteer@gns.org

GREAT NECK SYNAGOGUE COMMITTEES
The following is a list of committees at Great Neck Synagogue. We value your participation
and invite you to call the synagogue office to become more involved.
Adult Education
Bikur Cholim
Chevra Kadisha

Couples Club
Membership
Men’s Club

Public Relations
Sisterhood
SCOPE

Shiva Chesed
Ushers
Women’s Tefilah

SYNAGOGUE FUNDS
The following is a list of Great Neck Synagogue funds. Contributions can be made to acknowledge a life cycle event. A donation card will be sent to
the family acknowledging your contribution.
AARON S. FEINERMAN LIBRARY FUND
The Feinerman Family has established the Aaron S. Feinerman Library Fund which is located in the Youth Center. Aaron Feinerman was one of the
early members of the Great Neck Synagogue and learning Torah and teaching children was a very important part of his life. The library is filled with
many of Aaron Feinerman’s personal Seforim. Donations from the community to the Aaron S. Feinerman Library Fund are requested in order to keep
the library filled with current material to be used by the synagogue’s members and their children for generations.
FLORENCE SHAFFER MEMORIAL FUND
This fund is dedicated in memory of Florence Shaffer, a long time Recording Secretary of the Synagogue and a leader of the Sisterhood. This Fund
is managed by Sisterhood and provides need-based financial assistance to college women.
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL FUND
This fund has been established for two purposes. To create a memorial to the Holocaust and the survivors as well as to allow families an opportunity
to memorialize a family, relative, or village that was sacrificed in the shoah.
ISER MERMELSTEIN BIKUR CHOLIM FUND*
The Iser Mermelstein Bikur Cholim Fund was established by the Lunzer family in memory of Hindi Lunzer’s father, Iser Mermelstein, to provide assistance in times of illness for our community in Great Neck. Iser Mermelstein lived a life of N’aase V’Nishma - to say yes and then figure out how
to do what needed to be done. His Kavod Habriot (respect for Hashem’s creations) coupled with his deeply ingrained sense of chesed and kehilla
(community) makes the establishment of this Fund a fitting tribute to his memory. *Distributed at the discretion of the Bikur Cholim of Great Neck.
JACK HERSCHKOWITZ EMERGENCY FUND
Jack Herschkowitz was a longstanding Gabbai of Great Neck Synagogue who began this Fund to offer assistance to people in need. At a Board of
Trustees meeting, the Fund was renamed in his memory as a tribute to the tzedakah and chesed he performed. Donations to the Emergency Fund
are distributed by the Rabbi. Funds are disbursed to provide assistance to individuals and institutions both in our community and in Israel.
LIBRARY FUND
Donations to the Library Fund are used to purchase books to supplement the Synagogue’s library, which is open to all members.
MAC MENDER YOUTH FUND
The Mac Mender Youth Fund is dedicated in memory of Mac Mender, former Chairman of the Board of Trustees. Donations to the Youth Fund assist
the Youth Department in furthering its programs.
MURIEL BRAUN MUSIC FUND
The Muriel Braun Music Fund is dedicated in memory of Muriel Braun, who was an active member of the Synagogue Choir and Sisterhood.
PRAYER BOOK FUND
Donations to the Prayer Book Fund are used to purchase Siddurim, Chumashim, and Machzorim for the High Holy Days for use in the Main Sanctuary and Beit Midrash.
SALLY & SEYMOUR OLSHIN ADULT EDUCATION INSTITUTE
The Adult Education program at Great Neck Synagogue has been named the Sally & Seymour Olshin Adult Education Institute in recognition of the
support and generosity of the Olshin Family, and in memory of Seymour Olshin and his commitment to education and outreach to all Jews. Donations
to this Institute are used to further its Jewish educational goals.
SHIVA CHESED FUND
A recent initiative by the congregation saw the creation of the Shiva Chesed Fund. The purpose of this fund is to serve as a central accountable
location for donations to provide food for a member family during the week of shiva. Donations are collected either at or subsequent to the funeral by
designated shiva captains and brought in to the office. The cost of meals provided to the shiva home is paid through this fund. The fund is governed
in such a way so that expenses for any particular shiva home are balanced by donations received. If donations exceed expenses the balance is
retained in the fund to be used to assist other families.
SISTERHOOD MITZVAH FUND
Donations to the Mitzvah Fund supplement the Sisterhood’s annual budget and support a wide range of Synagogue physical and financial needs.
Donations to this Fund are also used to provide shiva meals, welcome packages and new baby gifts to our members.
TORAH FUND
Donations to the Torah Fund are used to supplement the annual budget allocation for the repair and maintenance of the Synagogue’s Torah scrolls.
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Elite Dental Spa strives to deliver the best possible patient care. Doctor Eliot Heisler
has made it his personal goal to transform the patient experience in his dental office.
Elite Dental Spa is now home to some of the most sophisticated technology in the
dental world today. Using the latest Planmeca® unit, we are able to take virtually all
x-rays outside of the mouth. This provides for a much more comfortable and quicker
check-up visit. So say goodbye to the dreaded sensors and uncomfortable bite sticks.
Doctor Heisler’s office has also recently incorporated the 3 Shape Trios®, a digital
scanner. This advanced technology allows for much more comfortable “goop-free”
and gag-free impressions for crowns and implants, making visits a lot more pleasant.
Elite Dental Spa provides exceptionally fine dental treatments in the most comfortable
setting. We try to bring the comfort of a spa to you.
Visit Elite Dental Spa for your elite smile.

516 829 2001

45 North Station Plaza, Suite 216
Great Neck, NY 11021

516 829 2001

www.elitedentalspa.com
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